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ctioncanbeham
ice of action« Five out of seven Presidents of
c unhappy, so It constituent schools on campus
(signed a four-count complaint
jesting that a board of supervisors
ilution demanding financial in
flation from the constituent
j oolswas done improperly.
jThe supervisors' resolution was
raved at the supervisors meeting
Nov. 17 by a one-vote majority
ibyASUOP Vice President Pam
iley to break a 14-14 deadlock.
The resolution resurrected a tenmid board of Regents mandate
requires that constituent schools'
Igets, including a complete runledger of all dispersals, an expentesummary for the previous year,
written evaluation of yearly
Wins, be made available to the
!,d of supervisors for scrutiny,
llhe supervisors resolution
•red that the financial
data be
®ted Dec. 1 to the supervisors,
^constituent schools would face
!tezing of funds for the number of
'hat the data was not made
ible.
The complaint, which
was
Ifheaded by COPA (College of
pacific Association) president
, Norman, charges in Count no.
'he supervisors' resolution is
because the ten-year agreement
.by the Regents is now invalid.
ASUOP, in not enforcing the
agreement for a period of ten
• clearly showed their intent for
"°nment and that the 1971 con"ghts of ASUOP are voided
Je. of that abandonment," the
faint charges.
°unt no. 2 charges that
£ Vice President, Pam
Jvi who chairs the board of superv' "violated several • • •
Jural rules outlined in the
board of supervisors
Jural meeting rules and in
jJ rules of order.
, .b^ifically, Count no. 2 suggests
J board of supervisors were not
of the resolution on the
in violation of board of
irs' Rules no. 8, section F.
\\
Count no. 2 argues that
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Stanley did not allow a vote to table
the resolution to go to an immediate
vote, and that Stanley made
statements that biased the supervisors'
vote for resolution.
Stanley replied to the charges by
saying that the board of supervisors
does not abide by the Robert's Rules
of Order, but their own rules modeled
along those used by the United
Nations. Stanlev also said that Rule
no. 8, section F of the ASUOP Powers
of the Board "is not binding on the
board."
Among other things, section F
says that resolutions must be submit
ted in typed form at least one week in
advance before the supervisors',
meetings, by 5.
"That section is only a
guideline for the submission of
resolutions, it is not binding on the

Traditional University of the
tj candlelight procession is
^ d t° depart from the Conser°f Music at 7 p.m. Sunday,
^' according to Matthew
}|j Pr°cession organizer.
iir. Procession has been an an\L ris'mas event at Pacific for a
i of years, and last year drew
,.ated l.ooo students. Starting
i„ e Conservatory, candleiJ(° students will proceed
k_°ut the campus, singing
J5 songs and stopping at all
rs to pick up additional
\
e

Ste.; Procession will continue to
Lint's house, where Acting
Clifford Hand will join the

•

board at all," Stanely said.
Count no. 3 argues that under
the 1971 contract "all information
was required (of the constituent
schools) at the beginning of the year.
The Nov. 17 resolution sets out new
conditions of compliance by changing
the required date to Dec. 1, 1981."
Vice President Stanley respon
ded by noting that "if we had
followed the 1971 resolution to the
letter, the constituent school funds
would have already been cut off, sin
ce no constituent schools volunteered
the financial information at the
beginning of the year."
Even if Norman and the other
constituent school presidents are succesful in getting the complaint before
the Supreme Court of the students,

(See SCHOOLS page 12)

Askew proposes changes

An investigation was launched
this morning to look into the facts
and circumstances surrounding
$10,246.77 that was spent by Univer
sity Center Director Jim Paull for
remodeling of the University Center
offices this summer.
Bob McMaster, director of
finance at UOP, was chosen last night
by Vice President Judith M. Cham
bers to head the investigation.
Chambers' appointment of Mc
Master came in response to a short
statement released by the University
Center board of directors at a special
meeting yesterday, which requested
that such an investigation be
launched.
"From everything that I know
now, I believe that there is no
dishonesty involved, but just a
mistake in judgment on Jim's part,"
Chambers told The Pacifican Thurs
day night..

The seven voting members of the
board of directors, who include four
students, one faculty member, one
representative from finance, and one
representative from the Office of
Student Life, are responsible for set
ting the budget for the University
Center.
Paull was granted $5,000 on
June 12, 1981, under the heading of
"Information Booth Remodeling" in
the University Center budget by the
board of directors for the
remodeling.
Construction began in the Center
on Aug. 12, according to Paull, and
ended on Sept. 1. According to in
voices given to The Pacifican by Paull
on Dec. 2, work inside the Center cost
a total $10,246.77, or $5,246.77 over
the amount that Paull had been
allotted by the board of directors on
June 12.
However, at the board of direc
tors' meeting on Nov. 12, Paull only
mentioned that $8,425.98 had been
spent for the remodeling. Paull said

The Pacifican has learned that
University Center Director James
Paull spent $5,246.77 more than he
was allotted to make improvements
inside the University Center offices
this summer, and then misrepresented
the extent of the cost overrun to the
University Center board of directors
on Nov. 12.
In a brief statement released by
the University Center board of direc
tors after a special meeting yesterday,
"the University Center board of
directors requested that the Office of
Student Life initiate an investigation
regarding the facts and circumstances
surrounding the money spent on the
remodeling. It is the board's belief
that an investigation is important in
order to independently verify the
facts surrounding the event.

at the meeting that he had gone nearly
$3,500 over budget. But he pur
posefully failed to mention to the
board of directors about an ad
ditional $1,820.79 that was spent on
remodeling. Of that $1,820.79, $766
went for contracting, $482.53 for
paint, $322.26 for the bronze
modeling and plate glass window for
the old information boofh, and $250
for stucco work done inside the
University Center offices.
Paull has admitted on three
separate occasions: to The Pacifican
on Dec. 2, in a memo to the board of
directors dated Dec. 2, and at a
special board of directors' meeting
yesterday, that he neglected to
present all the additional costs of the
Center remodeling at the board of
directors' meeting on Nov. 12.
"I was less than candid with the
board of directors on that, [$1,820.79
undeclared overrun] and that was
a...careless oversight on .my part,"
Pauil said. He added, "I'm not sure I

(See PAULL page 1 2) J

UOP violent crimes up from last year
By Laura Khun
Staff Writer

The number of violent crimes
and arrests on and around the UOP
campus is up considerably from last
year, according to UOP Police Chief
Norman Askew.
After managing to reduce
violent crimes by 32 percent in 1980,
the university police have their hands
full this year.
So far, crime statistics through
September of 1981 reveal that 28
violent crimes have been committed
on or near the UOP campus. In 1980
only nine were committed all year.
Arrests at UOP have also in
creased. During January through Oc
tober 1980, there were 62 arrests
made on campus. This year, as of
Oct 31, 105 arrests were made.
According to 1980 statistics,
UOP was tied with four other
California schools for the number
one spot in the state in crimes and
violence. Records indicate that there
were two violent crimes committed
oer 1.000 students at UOP in 1980.
UOP ranked number one in
property crimes last year with 88.5
crimes of property committed per
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Glen and Shearer comment
on Patty's newly-published
memoirs
(See page 3)
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Pacific's annual candlelight i procession

Hearst:

group for its return to the Conservatory. ^ort musical program
featuring a choir from each campus
Egroup wfl highlight, the
festivities following the procession s
return to the Conservatory.
Kucich encourages all students to
bring a candle and participate in the
ppremony fr°m the be8,nninK"However, if you do forget and hear
J.nle singing outside of your
Hnrmitory window, don't hesitate to
grabacendie and join in.''headds.
Students should also note that
Hue to Sunday's procession mass at
Morris Chapel will begin at 5 p.m. in
stead of 8 p.m.

Chief Norm Askew
1,000 students.
Property crimes have continued
to soar in 1981, and Police Chief
Askew has expressed concern for this
increase in violent crimes. As a

result, the UOP Department of public
Safety has made a comprehensive
crime analysis that will be submitted
to the administration for review.
At press time, Askew was
scheduled to meet with UOP financial
Vice-President Robert Winterberg on
Thursday to discuss proposed major
alterations of the public safety de
partment.
Askew noted that the proposed
program changes would bring about
an approximate budgetary increase of
$100,000. However, the security chief
added that a good amount of revenue
can be produced through various
means by the department.
The proposals made by the
safety department would bring about

(See ASKEW page 12)

The all-department, all-university student exhibition is being
held at the University Center Gallery daily from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. The show, which features the above dragon
s c u l p t u r e b y Bill M c C a r t y , w i l l e n d D e c . 1 9 .

Budget process well underway;
open meeting set for Tuesday

By Kevin Bartram
Editor-in-Chief

The budgetary process for the
1982-83 fiscal year is well under
way at UOP, and Acting President
Dr. Clifford Hand has called for
an open meeting to be held next
week to discuss the on-going
proceedings.
The meeting, which is open to
all members of the campus com
munity, will be held Tuesday, Dec.
8 at 4 p.m. in the Long Theater.
Budget conferences within
each of the departments at Pacific
will be held from Dec. 15 through
Jan. 4, while the financial and
academic vice-presidents will con
solidate and review submitted
budget requests during the first
week of January.
Further review of budgetary
detail by certain members of the
administration as well as the Long
Range Planning and Budget

Committee (LRPC) will continue
until early May. Then, on May 11,
the Board of Regents will conduct
a meeting for approval of the final
budgetary figures for 1982-83.
According to a letter by Dr.
Hand, addressed to the Pacific
community, the LRPC "has as yet
made no decisions concerning
possible salary or tuition in
creases." Such recommendations
will not be made until after the
meeting on Dec. 8.
Accompanying Hand's letter
was a booklet of information used
by the LRPC in developing their
recommendations to the president
for the budget for the coming
fiscal year.
In his letter, Hand noted that
he was "keeping with President
Stanley McCaffrey's practice of
the past seven years" by
"providing information which will
make it possible for every member
of the campus community to
become familiar" with much of

the budgetary process.
The total university budget
for the 1981-82 fiscal year amoun
ted to $56,400,747, of which
$38,230,619 was spent to maintain
operations at the Stockton cam
pus. The remainder was divided
between the UOP School of Den
tistry in San Francisco and the
McGeorge School of Law in
Sacramento.
Of 1981-82's total budgeted
expenditures, 27.9 percent is being
spent in the form of salaries at the
Stockton campus while 19.3 per
cent is attributable to housing and
auxiliary costs.
Pacific's total budgeted in-,
come for the current fiscal year is
$56,739,576, with 69.5 percent of
that figure coming from tuition
and fees. Nineteen percent of 198182's budgeted income is being
brought in through housing and
auxiliary sources.
Also printed in the published
report is a detailed analysis of

faculty salaries and compensation
for the current fiscal year. Accor
ding to the report, the average
salary for a UOP professor is $28,
171, with an average benefit level
of $5,481. This brings the average
compensation level for any UOP
prof to $33,652.
Associate professors are ear
ning an average of $22,988 at UOP
in 1981-82 ($27,706 with average
benefits added in) while the
average assistant professor's salary
amounts to $19,793 ($23,592 with
benefits tacked on).
The Academic Council has
recommended that each faculty
member at UOP receive a
minimum total compensation in
crease of 12 percent, consisting of
a 10 percent salary increase and a
two-percent benefits increase. It
has been recommended that two
percent of the salary increase
should be used for "merit,
promotion and/or inequity ad
justment."
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EDITORIAL

UC funding problems need not make an encore
Often, getting to end result A is not
nearly as important from an ethical stand
point as how one reached A by steps B, C
or D. Certainly, this premise is valid when
one discusses the Jim Paull affair.
Paull does not disguise the fact that he
misrepresented the facts to the University
Center board of directors on Nov. 12 about
$1,820.79 of a cost overrun that was spent on
paint, glass, and other hardware and services
in a remodeling of the University Center of
fices this summer: he readily admitted his
deceit at the Nov. 12 meeting on three
separate occasions, and that fact, fact A if
you will, is now part of the public knowledge.
The issue of whether Jim Paull made in
correct statements at the Nov. 12 meeting no
longer requires considerable public
discussion. But the issue remains relevant to
those concerned individuals who would like
to prevent a Jim Paull affair from making an
encore performance. Those people are in
terested in seeing that steps B, C, and D are
not allowed to occur again, or if they occur,

c

that fact A is not the necessary by-product.
To the extent that preventing fact A
from occuring again is a reasonable request,
some facts should be kept in mind:
1. Jim Paull did not send out bids to con
tractors for the summer remodeling, not did
he receive an estimate of the total cost of the
hardware and services before they were
delivered and performed.
2. Jim Paull did not call the board of direc
tors together to receive formal approval of
the cost overrun beyond the $5,000 allotted to
him for the remodeling, until the remodeling
was completed.
3. No formal procedures exist, other than a
three-point guideline sheet that Paull himself
typed up in response to a request after the
Nov. 12 meeting, to govern the UC director
when he/she makes major physical im
provements on the University Center.
Paull's guidelines, which have not yet
been approved by the board, suggest that :
(1) Board approval must be given for expen
ses over $1,000; (2) the Board must be made

aware of bids and estimates on capital im
provements, and the director should secure
the best prices, and (3) if the work is done in
the summer months, the board should budget
20 percent over estimate for the director's
discretion.
These guidelines are adequate, but they
simply don't go far enough in either breadth
or specificity. The problem of what to do
with the surpluses that the University Center
generates needs to be mentioned in any
revision of policy guidelines.
Should the University Center director
have complete power over the dispersal of
these surpluses? Should part of the surplus
be returned to the students in the form of
rebates, or reduced prices on the use of the
University Center or equipment? Does the
present system of checks and balances used
by the board of directors for surpluses insure
that none of the surplus will be spent in an
improper way? In any discussion on how to
make the University Center and Jim Paull
more accountable, these questions must be
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Letters to the Editor

J";,

president has the option of sitting as
chairs of certain committees.
I agree with the concept that the
president should not sit on legislative
committees. It is for that reason that
I announced five weeks ago at a
board meeting that I would relinquish
my chairmanships to board members.
The vice-president has also done the
same, except for the Finance Com
mittee.
Finally, Swenson lodged a com
plaint against the students who voted
in support of the new alcohol policy
to be adopted next spring. I inter
preted Swenson's major objection as
saying that it is insane for "any
student over 21 to take full respon
sibility and liability for the behavior
of up to 900 individuals at a fraternity
open party."
The major error in this
argument, however, is that under the
current alcohol policy it is the univer

sity that accepts that same "insane"
responsibility. Whenever a lawsuit is
litigated where the university is
named as a responsible party, it costs
money. That means tuition dollars
are wasted to defend irresponsible
drinking.
I voted for the alcohol policy
because it demands responsible
drinking. Also, one little known fact
is that the new alcohol policy clears
up one inequality—residence halls will
be able to have alcohol, just like
fraternities.
I recognize that every student has
the right to express their opinions
publicly through letters to the
editor, and I encourage such input
and criticism. I also recognize that
with "this right comes a responsibility
of making sure that those opinions
are based on the truth.
Joe Hartley
ASUOP President

Reader raps P'can sports editor

Spofts Editor:
When are you going to realize
that there are other sports on this
campus much worthier of your
weekly comments than the football
team?
For the past three years, I have
read your editorial comments, and
have come to the conclusion that the
football coaches must be giving you
kick-backs or something else so that
they will not lose their jobs. All your
column seems to do is make up ex
cuses for why we continually lose!
The facts are that we are out of
our league, both financially and
number-wise, and incapable of "but
ting heads" with the big boys. OH
YES, we did beat South Carolina, but
even members of the football team
admit that SC was looking way ahead
to their big game with the secondrated Clemson Tigers—not the UOP
Tigers.
So far, I have seen two
nationally ranked teams, volleyball
and water polo, go virtually without
mention in your column. 1 believe the
tenth-ranked water polo team has
gone virtually unmentioned this
season.
You did include comments on
the field hockey team in your last ar
ticle, but don't you think that the
team would have appreciated it much
more if you could have talked-up the
team during the season, not two

weeks after their successful season is
over. Other teams, such as the soccer
team and women's swim team have
only been mentioned in the past as af
terthoughts.
I, for one, do not read your
comments anymore and skip over
your articles on the football team,
because it is always the same
thing—excuses, excuses, excuses!
The "lesser sports" on campus
would greatly appreciate it if you
could drop at least a paragraph or
two about them sometime during
their seasons. Oh, I forgot, basket
ball season is beginning. Here we go
again—more excuses!
Brian J. Ladd
C.O.P. Senior

Editor:
Your editorial on "Soviet
Agression" last week again makes me
aware of the misconceptions concer
ning the Soviet Union's foreign
policy.
True, the U.S.S.R. has soldiers
fighting Afgan rebels. However, they
do not regard themselves as
aggressors. Instead, they are com
bating influences that may prove to
be destabilizing to their own country.
The Soviet Union cannot, and will
not, allow an uprising that could
spread inside their own borders, just
as the United States would not "per
mit" a so-called Marxist regime in
Mexico. But at the same time, no one
would be happier to be out of
Afghanistan more than the Soviets.
It is indeed their very own "Viet
nam."
It is easy to forget the past when
observing world affairs at one single
point in time. But to view the world

with a simple "good vs. bad" attitude
is plainly naive. Have you forgotten
the times when the U.S. took trips in
to Cuba (twice), the Dominican
Republic, and Vietnam? These ac
tions were taken in the name of
freedom and democracy, but would
the Kremlin view it that way?
Hardly.
And if you believe the CIA
doesn't indulge itself in propaganda
aimed at discrediting the Soviet
Union, the one who kept his distance
from the newspapers must have been
yourself. For just weeks before his
assassination, President Sadat of
Egypt announced that the CIA was
purchasing copies of Russian arms
produced in Egypt, then distributing
them to rebels in Afghanistan.
Furthermore, American conven
tional arms sales to the third world
far exceeded those of the U.S.S.R.
during the past decade ($5.36 billion
for the U.S. against" 3.94 billion

Dear Mr. Ladd:
Thank you very much for writing.
I appreciate your concern and respect
your opinion. But of course, your
letter is your opinion as my "com
ments" are my opinion. Therefore,
who's "worthy" of my comments are
a matter of opinion. As you pointed
out, my column is weekly and though
I'd like to mention every sport each
week, because of space and frequency
that isn't quite feasible.
Although UOP is an expensive
institution, I do not find my funding
via any coaches' salaries (nor do I get
"something else"}.
You mention that we are out of

our league. Possibly you skim my
column (or other newspapers as well)
too often. I explained (not excused)
that poor scheduling pitted us against
some major powerhouses that are
literally out of our league, but future
schedules face us with some more
compatible foes. And, despite odds,
we have pulled some upsets
(Washington State, Iowa, Hawaii) in
cluding that against South Carolina.
Though our reasons for the win
may differ, the facts are that UOP
did win, and UOP statistically
dominated SC. If you had read my
Nov. 13 column, you would have
read that I also mentioned that SC
was looking at Clemson as the "real
Tigers," but UOP proved them
wrong.
Though I admit that during
football season, football is a
prominent subject, my columns this
year, so far, have included infor
mation on NCAA vs. AIA W, Block
P club, field hockey, etc. You men
tion that soccer has been an after
thought: check Sept. 18. An entire
column was written on soccer.
I'm sorry that I'm not a frontrunner, and that you see my insights
on the strong foundation of the foot
ball program as "excuses."
Thank you for your interest.
Sincerely,

Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

Soviet intentions misconceived?

dollars for the Soviet Union. These
figures don't include arms sales of the
western allies, totalling 2.89 billion
dollars).
Today, the Reagan ad
ministration is pushing for arms sales
to such democratic and humanitarian
nations as Pakistan, Argentina, and
Chile. But that's O.K. as long as they
aren't Communist, right? I would
suggest that you take a closer look at
the U.S., then determine whether the
Soviets are being aggressive or merely
responding in kind.
Behind all the Soviet rhetoric
concerning "western imperialism,"
there is a genuine fear of falling
behind in the arms race, of being
regarded as a failure. To ignore and
ridicule these fears won't help. Bqt to
recognize and understand feelings on
both sides would truly be a giant step
toward peace.
Roger Gehrke
Sr., C.O.P.

vc
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Hartley responds to Swenson claims
Editor:
In a November 20, 1981 letter to
the editor, Eric Swenson expressed a
number of personal concerns as a
student reparding ASUOP. Unforfortunately, his letter is full of halftruths thai 1 feel compelled to clarify.
As his first point, Swenson
criticized the Self-Study Committee
for not examining the inner working
or "internal part" of ASUOP. In
reality, as stated in The Pacifican ar
ticle and expressed before the board
of supervisors, two of the four sub
committees will study the internal
structure, programs and services of
ASUOP.
Swenson was also critical of the
president and vice-president for sit
ting as chairs on board committees. It
is important to understand that it was
the board itself that adopted the
current committee structure which
specifies that the president or vice-

tht
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President Reagan dou
it of the United States'
trong case at any disarmai
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Parent disappointed with UOP*
Editor,
I wonder if my child chose the
right college. When we came to visit
on CSF Day and Parent Orientation,
the campus was lovely and im
pressive. We heard tales of splendor
and glorious statistics about the
students and traditions. After being
accepted at several other universities
(all excellent), we heard "I want to go
to UOP." Okay! So you were very
nice to us and gladly took our check

of about $5,000. Why weren't we
told about the high incidence of
crime? Why weren't we made aware
of the alcohol problem?
After
bragging about UOP, we brought
some visiting relatives to see the cam
pus. In the dorm we almost threw up.
It was most embarrassing to see
mashed food and other assorted gar
bage on almost every staircase. You
are not the classy place we were led to
believe. At $10,000 a year, can't you

Editor,
Let me begin by expressing my
appreciation of the fine women's
volleyball team in general, and
specifically of our three seniors Ann
Connolly, Jayne Gibson and Anna
Lamb. Congratulations are in order
for a fine home season and for the
outstanding collegiate careers of these
three.
It is with a special fondness that I
remember my first experience in wat
ching women's volleyball on this
campus. The setting was a match
against San Jose State in the campus
gym. The spectators numbered no
more than perhaps 70. Throughout
the match, which was easily con
trolled by Pacific's dominating
blocking game, the gym was prac
tically silent: smattering of applause
for a decisive spike or a point won,
but nothing significant.
I attributed this mood to the size
of the crowd until on one volley, the
ball was remarkably saved and re
turned by a San Jose player, bringing a
bit of applause from the audience.
Time and again Pacific tried to end
the rally until a San Jose spiker hit off

the block and out of bounds for the
side out. A rousing hand followed,
indicating enthusiasm previously un
detected and appreciation for a well
played rally.
Those people were volleyball
fans. They were politely supportive
of the home team, but uniquely ap
preciative of a well played rally won
by either side.
There were no
cheerleaders.
Cheerleaders would
have been an unnecessary extravagance.
Also, at that time, volleyball was
barely recognizeable as an official
sport here.
It is now the time to consider
carefully how we want to support
volleyball as spectators here. Given
the high caliber of the team, the ex
cellent facility for playing in, and the
mounting interest in the student
body, we can start building traditons
that may last a long time.
Certainly, the effort to educate
the spectators should be
ded, but another consideration is to
.6.made, in th.e minds of the spectators themselves, as wen as th„
nameless individuals who decide that
the cheerleaders and the organ player

do better? From what I have»ir- _
you are no better than a state or III vlvCtl
campus, and you're 2 or 3 timesa urnno
expensive! I can only feel sorry#1 up^URS
If CO
those parents who haven't seen 4 i»«j_
situation for themselves. Also J» pwlFI,
need security on the weekends. Tta Ifnnonwt
„
seem to be quite a few weird chaff r Url SOll Wltl\
ters hanging around that don't li
like they belong there. UOP, si
on you, and goodbye forever,
An Extremely Disappointed Pi
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every Friday by students of the
University of the Pacific, except
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ments from Pacifican readers are
welcome. Guest columns and
letters to the editor are limited to
250 words and should be sub
mitted in typed form by 5 p.m.
Monday to the Pacifican, 3rd
floor, North Hall. The Pacifican
staff reserves the right to edit all
submitted material.
Editorial
comment reflects the views of
the Pacifican editorial beard.
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EDITORIAL
SSEJS*"!" 'A School Without a Concert Hall'?

I, iS becoming increasingly evident that th.^sity admmstratton is not all that thril l Spanos Events Center?
tnnlIed
„t rock concerts at dear Pacific
>n
AcmSlJOP: "Its not that easy."
C°H:V
»Hence, social director Steve Alexander is t.mnfU(OPL and Alexander are valiantly atIP \i,
nily not in the most enviable position He
mptmg to book a top-notch act in the Spanos
r
JPH very shortly be not unlike "a man without wl • However> thus far, their efforts have
^ter JfOv,'ve V
>ntry." only his new title would read "n oeen in vain.
off.
(without a concert hall."
, Thf, Events Center was not built for con
certs, it s that simple.
n seems that, during the post-Greg Kihn
There is very little doubt for most students
)jcert clean-up proceedings in the ancient
V r^*?
amihar
with
Center,
U1 the Events
iisic
building,
a
few
Conservatory
facultv
I*"- 1,
—y
icieuitv
tho*
• the history of
aj,vciiis center,
-*r\, tr\
\xwander through
: an area
uaiversity did not erect the immense
embers
happened
to
u
-L•
'
F
•
—
v V 4 ^ 1 | CZZi fllrH
we
many cigarette
butts were
vin» about
i
~ nri • fi 8 with
center was
iiere many
cigarette butts
were 1lying
u • concerts in mind. The
mcvcuici
was
dfound
an
out-of-tune
organ.
'
orally
built
with
highly
insufficient
voltage
(
>8es th
Thus, the Conservatory people were urn^t
^apablhtlfs> as well as no feasible method of
Policy
P were upset
transporting major concert equipment into it.
CsS i
ver the summer, a great deal of pressure
The apparent smoking that went on illegally
Sit
was
applied
from members of ASUOP and,
(The Conservatory, as
J[ing the concert.
thus,
a
scissor
lift was purchased for the pur
JW
H lted earlier, is quite ancient and highly susceppose
of
transporting
heavy equipment items
PNt tit deto fires).
id b<
' niv^
Also, the organ costs upwards of a few hun- from outside the center to the floor inside.
Also, the electrical system has since been
to re-tune, an expense they would
thanN
""the
^ :«| dollars
improved
upon so that there is currently enough
the 5tU(
efern0*pay* ASUOP is currently working
juice
to
make
any rock band roll.
lftltS,j |ian agreement on that matter.
However, one problem Alexander is now
The Conservatory faculty thus poses the
facing in attempting to book major acts in the
fair question, "Why us? Why doesn't
Events Center, is that most artists and their
j]0P hold its concerts in that big, beautiful agents are quite leery about committing them
^ of cement, the very honorable A.G. selves to a gig in that particular building.
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teve Johnson

U.S. needs better chips at Arms Talks
•Managing Editor

KANP PICKUP

with UOi
I

President Reagan doubtlessly feels confi: of the United States' ability to present a
rong case at any disarmament talks with the
ret Union in late 1982.
In an interview last Thursday at his
ich in Santa Barbara, Reagan's statements
led conviction over our nuclear equity
lithe Soviets:
"Now, they've got an interest in and a
((in legitimate negotiations, and we're
igto pursue them as far as we can," the
sident said.

the fact that the
"SJi'S mpeans treasure their
f:: tedom,- and have• saturated
u*/ r
•
h« weekends' gfopean soil with their blood
fill
world wars to defend it,
e is quite probable that the
Mopeans would elect to do so

1 time %
K*

> >

of ^, He added, "I think one of the things
: ' "g for us in these negotiations is that this
|J
ihe p '^ He first time that we have sat at the table
Posite them in which they've got some inb,of£»j$ 81 'n coming together in the negotiations
['use we're not busily
busilv disarming ourives,"
In other words, we're going to the tables
I d»..
• .
. .
.
wr
r
, 1 >A
• our^TSOme cb'Ps Ibis time. Unfortunately, we
v
right |vinu
kind of
h
Ati 1"e neither enough,
enougn, nor the
inc 115***\
^
emerge even mild victors in any
p3t^ J lament stare-down with the Soviets.
I
'
TL
- .
Al__
A«
fUn
problem belongs
»l'e< /ilk,Jhe piuuieni
uciuuga partly to
— the
—.cpt
N and
to us. The
o m u partly
paruy 10
me Soviets would
.k# i(!/tc 'o
tn negotiate
a' .
1-because Wk/ttr
/FAntinilP tO
they continue
to
..\out nukes like sugar pills, and
* Nations would be a perfect vehicle for
"6ricans and Europeans to do nothing, or
el
r-.rn
b is a stacked deck that features 250
vrt>
S
'S-20's
••,
S-20 fitted with three MIRV's, each
[ the. on Europe's borders, with one new
*,5^
Wadded
... —w to the pile every week. Not to
l0n the 314 SS-4's, 35 SS-5's or the six
. thissle systems that the Soviets have built
salt I.

&
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Zero Option Explored
I l a r g e part, President Reagan is
Kl li „8 0n the scheduled deployment of U.S.
!l'V' t]QSan^ Pershing II missiles in Europe in
0% Hj to act as our ace-in-the-hole at the
HiU "aalKs
'ks.- The legitimate rationale oh
behind
...~
'fed
i,ltec
^ States'
States' strategy is simply, If the
a'smantle
SS-20's,
tA t , 5 dis
mantle the SS-20
's, we will agree
.# ! 10 de
— ..
f A orr Cru,se
rniKP
ti|°
Ploy
Pershing
II's
:,5
Jy 'S neat little strategy, known as the
w tth Phon," is imminently practtca ,
. V tthe Soviets have already laughed't
>
Kremlin. After all, why should he
/. \ Jjhange the rules in the mid e^
J Vhen the odds are in their favor •
Probahlp defeat of the zero P

puts us right back to square one: how do we
provide Paul. Nitze and . the American
delegation with some bargaining leverage at
the arms talks in late 1982?
The European Problem
Europe is a perfect forum for such a
solidification, since the Soviets presently,
under the auspices of the Warsaw Pact, out
number NATO troops by approximately four
to one. In the event that the Soviets were to
strike westward towards the Rhine, NATO
would either be forced to retreat and
ultimately surrender, or resist.
Given the fact that the Europeans
treasure their freedom, and have saturated
European soil with their blood in two World
Wars to defend it, it is quite probable that the
Europeans would elect to do so again. Given
the tactical inferiority of its defenses, Europe
would need to stop the Soviet juggernaut by
the use of nuclear weapons. In such a
situation, according to one school of
thought, the Soviets would provoke the
United States into a second strike to defend
what was left of Europe.
The answer is not to build bigger
missiles. After all, as President Reagan
noted, there has never been a missile system
built that was not eventually Counterbalanced
by some other missile system. The answer for
President Reagan instead revolves around
our ability to solidify our conventional forces
in Europe, and elsewhere, so that nuclear

''The Soviets would love to
negotiate because they continue
to turn out nukes like sugar
pills, and negotiations would
be a perfect vehicle for
Americans and Europeans to
do nothing, or worse. 99

Another, and possibly more troublesome
imm Alexander
A
4 mustA face
f
* attempting
Aa _
A*
A
problem
in
to
present a concert in Stockton's newest
auditorium, is the extremely high cost involved.
The university will charge ASUOP $1,800
or ten percent of an event's gross (whichever is
greater) on every occasion that the student
group wishes to rent the facility. In com
parison, the Conservatory is currently free of
charge, though apparently this could change
soon.
Now, I have been told by very reliable ad
ministrative sources that the Spanos Center's
rates are fair and comparable to structures
similar to ours at other schools. I believe that,
but we must also take into account additional
costs which ASUOP will incur every time they
present a rock show in the Center.
A stage (which of course comes with the
building at the Conservatory) must be rented
for a show at the Spanos Center. The cost of
this has been estimated at between $1,800 and
$2,200.
According to business sources within
ASUOP, the overall cost of security would also
be raised greatly if ASUOP were to stage a rock

r

I only suggest that the U.S. should stop
an escalation before it occurs by
strengthening conventional forces in Europe.
It would be nice if Paul Nitze could present
the Soviets with some blue chips of our own
at the arms talks, in the form of 200,000
additional European troops.

Kevin Bartram
Editor-in-Chief

Maxwell Glen and Cody Shearer

Let's Not Throw Stones at
Patty Hearst
WASHINGTON — In the next few
days, Patty Hearst will leave a
well-secured Spanish-style home
and two German shepherds near
San Francisco and hit the
television and talk show circuit.
After two years of silence, the
27-year-old Hearst has written her
memoirs, "Every Secret Thing,"
about life in the "revolutionary"
Symbionese Liberation Army
(SLA).
Hearst's reappearance will
undoubtedly revive the many in
dignant criticisms she received
throughout her ordeal: for being
ungrateful to her parents; deser
ting her family legacy; and having
sex with "black men and hippies,"
as her book recounts.
But before many Americans
spit on Patty again, we might look
at how any of us would have reac
ted in her experience. There are
many "secret things" that exempt
her from total blame.
Third-born of publisher Ran
dolph and Catherine Hearst's five
daughters, Patty knew the burdens
of overprotective parents. While
her girlfriends attended slumber
parties, Patty was forced to stay
home and watch films about the
dangers of LSD and marijuana.
Two years in a Catholic girls'
high school didn't sit well with
Patty: A strict demerit system and
constant scolding by nuns led her
to a near nervous breakdown and a
transfer to a more reasonable
private school. It was there that
she met teacher and future fiancee,
Steven Weed, with whom she
would lead a detached, apolitical
life into her sophomore year at the
University of California at
Berkeley.
On the evening of Feb. 4,
1975, Hearst was preparing to
study art history when a stranger
came to the apartment she shared
with Weed.
Before she could
change clothes, Hearst was thrown
to the floor by three armed kid-

weapons are made irrelevent.
The U.S. would prefer to stop such an
incursion short of pushing the button. And
while it is probable that the Soviets might
launch their nuclear weapons, unprovoked,
towards the United States in an effort to
scorch us off the face of the earth, it is quite a
bit more probable that such an action would
take place as a reaction to a European
defense of home soil.
This is not. to suggest that the U.S.
should neglect our Pershing II and Cruise
Missiles once they're deployed in Europe.
Obviously the purpose of having them is to
avoid using them, but when you neglect their
ability for retaliation, you undermine their
deterrent force.

show in the Center instead of the Conservatory.
.. «
The amount paid for security would run bet
ween $500 and $1,000 more for one show at the
Center, as compared to a set of two shows at the
Conservatory.
Now, assuming that sound and lighting
costs would be equal at the two available com
plexes (which is doubtful, considering the larger
size of the Center), the cost difference between
them would run at a minimum of $4,100.
That figure holds true if:
1. Rent cost is held to $1,800;
2. Increased cost of security runs at only $500,
and;
3. Stage rental costs ASUOP only $1,800.
Hence, it appears to be the proper time for
the UOP administration to grant the Associated
Students a break.
Judging from the reaction of the crowd at
the Kihn concert, Pacific wants its rock and
roll.
We definitely do not wish to become "a
school without a concert hall."

ThisisRonald.

he also eats
Y&urb every
day.

ordinary looking, unattractive lit
tle people," writes Hearst, com
menting on her first view of the
seven-member SLA.
"Their
physical appearance just did not
match my image of them as
revolutionaries."
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Glen
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Shearer

nappers, wrapped in a blanket and
ferried in a car trunk to the SLA's
"safehouse" in nearby Oakland.
Hearst spent the next two
months tied and blindfolded,
locked in a closet. She was forced
to listen to daily tirades against
corporate America and her par
ents. After threats and physical
abuse, she voiced agreement with
her captor's slogans for the sake of
survival.
"The more I agreed with
them, the more accepting of me
they became and the more they left
me alone to rest and to find some
peace in this revolutionary
malestrom," she says in her book.
After forced participation in
an SLA bank robbery led her to
fear the FBI more than her cap
tors, she settled into the life of an
underground radical. She learned
to sleep on floor mats with her
comrades, wear disguises on rare
trips outdoors and resign herself to
the sexual abandon of these socalled revolutionaries.
Hearst reveals that the SLA
wasn't as tough as the whole
charade suggested. Without guns,
she implies, such organizations
would be powerless.
"Oh God, what a bunch of

The SLA's habitual depen
dence on the press wasn't lost on
the publisher's daughter either.
"All the comrades enjoyed the
hoopla of news bulletins," we read
in the book. "Both our radio and
our television set were kept on all
day and late into the night ... to
take in every possible description
of (our) exploits'."
Hearst's
comments
of
revolutionary life and media in
dulgence are nevertheless the
secondary lessons of "Every Secret
Thing."
In the eyes of the public, her
book won't exonerate "Tanya"
from complicity with a band of
murderers. Yet she and her co
author (Alvin Moscow) have writ
ten an exhaustively personal
memoir which helps explain how a
naive 20-year-old heiress could
wind up toting a carbine for some
self-styled Robin Hoods.
Without enduring confusion
and intimidation themselves at
such a young age, many people still
think Hearst capitulated to kooks
that they would easily have
dismissed. It behooves all of us to
reconsider Hearst's actions in light
of her first chance to explain her
self.
Whatever her past sins,
Hearst has paid dearly for them,
legally and emotionally. It may be
chic to prey upon her nightmare,
but she deserves our compassion
more than our fury.
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PEOPLE
Chambers wades through paper
en route to Sallie Mae post
By Scott Park
Staff Writer

A large leather-bound notebook
jammed with hundreds of memos,
dittos and scraps of paper sits on the
corner of the desk like an overstuffed
turkey.
Among this vast array of paper
work is a single ditto marked: Board
of
Directors, Student
Loan
Marketing Association. Several
names on the list include Thomas
O'Brien, a financial vice president at
Harvard, and Raymond F. Bacchetti,
Director of the University Budget at
Stanford. Also on this list of very
select names is Judith Chambers,
Vice President for Student Life at the
University of the Pacific

In the next few weeks, Chambers
will spend a good deal of time slowly
working her way through this heap of
documents. It is her first task as a
newly-appointed member to the
presidential commission termed the
Student Loan Marketing Association,
or more simply, Sallie Mae.
According to Chambers, Sallie
Mae is a government-sponsored,
private corporation created by
Congress in 1972 for the purpose of
providing financial support to banks
and lending institutions involved in
the Guaranteed Student Loan
Program.
Chambers explained, "In effect,
the board is responsible for the in
vestment of some five billion dollars.
1

Newly appointed Sallie Mae member Judy Chambers strikes
a pose in her office in Knoles Hall.

For example, in Stockton, the student
may get a Guaranteed Student Loan
through the Bank of Stockton or the
Bank of America, and Sallie Mae
provides these funds to the banks."
The Commission itself is com
posed of 21 members, selected in
various ways, and representing a
diverse cross-section, both in the
financial and educational sector.
"Seven members are elected by
financial institutions that are com
mon
stockholders
who
are
educational institutions. Most of
these people are financial vice
presidents, for example, from Stan
ford. And then seven are appointed
by the President of the United
States."
Chambers is a member of the last
seven, and the appointment process
by the president kept her eagerly
waiting for some four months.
"I was nominated by some
members of the Board of Regents,"
she recalled. "And I have to say that
I constantly had wonderful support
both from President McCaffrey and
Acting President Hand."
She continued, "Representative
Shumway then supported that
nomination. He also wrote letters in
support of my candidacy, as did
Senator Hayakawa."
Chambers was informed that she
had been nominated when she
received a call from the office of
presidential personnel and from
Norm Shumway. A lengthy delay
followed.
"I didn't hear anything for a long
time. Then about two months prior
to my appointment I received a call
from the White House asking me for
additional information.
"Then I received a packet of in
formation from Mr. Fred Fielding,
the White House counsel to the
President, because they needed to do
a security clearance," she remem-

bered.
Chambers readily recalls the type
of information needed for this
clearance.
"They
wanted
to
know
everything but your blood type," she
said, laughing, "and they probably
already have that.
"They wanted to know where
you live, where you work, a complete
background of where you have ever
worked. And they want to know
a lot about your finances, practically
everything about your finances. I
must say it was elaborate. The
questions they asked produced about
ten pages of single-spaced documen
tation," she noted.
In addition to the information
requested by Mr. Fielding, an FBI
security clearance was also required.
Finally, two months later, all of
the phone calls, correspondence, and
work were rewarded when Chambers
received a phone call from the White
House informing her she had been

appointed to the commis
•
presidential citation by
•
Reagan, which she is currently
g
framed, made the appointment
flCialChambers has already attended
one meeting of the commission, an
she speaks highly of her colleagues on
the board.
„
.
"The board is of exceptionally
high quality," she says sincerely.
"They are really superior people.
And it is going to be a really new and
interesting experience."
She is also quick to admit that it
is going to be complicated and con
fusing at first, but she has every in
tention of working hard and
preparing herself for dealing with the
issues before the board.
"I think I am going to learn an
enormous amount because I have just
never participated on a corporate
board that deals with the issues that

SS &V3™
really going to sharpen

Student art

skills, and I intend, prior to th
meeting, to spend some tim
people who can assist me in H
tifying the issues. It is
%,
complicated," she remarked ^
To her relief, she receive
*ho
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comforting support.
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What did you do over
Thanksgiving Break?
Megan Williams and Lisa Wilson
Brooke Burton, Sr.; SBPA
"I got kinky in a hot tub."
i ' 1
i

Kimberly Hicks, Sr.; C.O.P.
"I slept, and then I slept.. .and then
I slept!"

t

Chris Clay, Grad. Student; Psych. Dept.
"I got up at 6:30, went hunting,
didn't come back till 5 p.m. and heard a lot
of crap about being on time, but shot me
down a pheasant."

i Iffl

*

If you think"high bias" is

Jene Born, Soph.; C.O.P.
"I didn't do anything/exciting, ex
cept I went to pet my dog and I thought she
was dead, but it turned out she was deaf.
And she's blind too. But besides that, the
dog's still alive and I had a nice vacation."

discrimination
a
' nutation against
tall people,
you're not ready for Hew Memorex.
High bias tape is specially formu
lated to deliver remarkably improved
sound reproduction, particularly in
the higher frequencies.
And no high bias tape does that
better than totally hew Memorex
HIGH BIAS II.
We've developed a unique new
formulation of superfine ferrite crys
tal oxide particles. And while that's a
mouthful to say, it delivers an earful
of results.
Singers ring out more clearly.
Snare drums snap and cymbals

Susie Sovereign, Jr.; School of Education
"I ate and ate and ate and ate and
I'm a BIG GIRL!"

Ken Merritt, Jr.; C.O.P.
"I spent the whole weekeira in a
cabin drinking and eating too much."

Suzy Sutherland, Sr.; SBPA
"I did nothing but cut down a
Christmas tree!"

shimmer with startling crispness.
Even quiet passages sound
clearer. Because new Memorex
HIGH BIAS II has4to5dBlower
noise. Which means dramatically
reduced tape hiss.
• And thanks to Permapass™ our
extraordinary new binding process
the music you put on the tape stays
on the tape. Play after play,
even after 1,000 plays.
In fact, new
Memorex will always
deliver true sound

reproduction. Or we'll replace it. Free
So trust your next recording to new
btaMRX
M?f BIAS
uias MRX I "
or METAL
IV
?fliscri[pmating tape user,
3
results
°Pinion of the

vnn'N

that is'8h'y b'aSed

opinion.

• Ready?Get a Memorex
HIGH BIAS II Cassettefor sl°°.
Send us this coupon with $1.00 check or money order payable to
"Memorex," and we'll send you a HIGH BIAS IIC-90 (sugg. retail price
$5.99). Mail to: MEMOREX, P.O. Box 2899, Reidsville, NC 27322.
Note: HIGH BIAS II tapes are designed for exclusive use on recorders with a

Type II (Cr02> setting.

Steve Westaby, Sr.; C.O.P.
"I caught up on a lot of sleep and I
had homework to do but it didn't get done
and I'm suffering for that now. But I really
enjoyed the chance to get away and relax."
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^
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Aging
nthops the cruelest stereotype about men is ,ha,
agln8
Canri ,, V
s a decrease in sexuality.
1'Person
Person
0ierttS disprove this myth.

rL,

In a seventh excerpt from THE H I T F OC-R.
^ALE SEXUALITY, men ofaY, ages ,an°RT
V about growing older and how i, hasaffJ,,,
eir
• lives. Contrary to what most 0J us belli
us not necessarily mem, „ decrease ill
fpent; indeed, judging from thle \l
j,ents, the opposite may well be true. ~ Edltll*' C°m~

not always mean a decrease in sex
f°r a,better qual!ty of sex life and »»creased
_
equency. 1 wonder if it will continue to imcight )°F FeaCh 3 plateau and 'evel off." (Age thirty-

, • '
tha i

m

Probably a little less capable of having
short periods of time
I a k n think that I'm a

acts of intercourse in
an 1 W a s fifteen years aeo. but

hUSL-'C 1he series.

'iv Sherc Hue
Perhaps the crudest stereotype about men is the
that they are at their sexual peak when they are
. teen or twenty, and that they will only decline
then on
5® '"""judging from the answers received fror^evcry aee
y a8e
^ti.3 .„n an enormous fear of aoino
throughout their lives:
eIn this youth-oriented society I fear I will lose
ex drive 'n a few years, or no one will want to have
with me because I m too old. I know the day is not
off when I II wake up one day and realize tha he
h, recent.experience will be the last - and that wilt
wm
lethal. (Age forty-one.)
"One of the purposes of sex is a proclamation of
.. a way of saying I enjoy and can be enjoyed For
reason, having sex is one of the most vital ac

a8ing aCC°mS2

S/'°(Age fifty") ' '°0k

UP°n advancin8

age with

Although men feared aging and its effect on their
actually men in this study replied that at
tveryage their sex lives were getting better. Aging and
maturing seem to improve sex, or at least the en
joyment of sex In fact, there was hardly a man in the
(Hire study who did not report that his sex life was
better than it had ever been before - except for those
itio were having dilticulties in maintaining or
achieving a relationship, which is a problem having litdeto do with aging.
How do men feel in each decade of their lives?
in —,
tact, can
at me
the various
stages of
— one
—„ expect ai
vdnuus stages
oi
Following are answers from men divided by age

>"«"« nue
better lover now than I was then. I don't think age is
nearly as important as caring and knowledge of how to
act on that caring for the other person." (Age thirtylour.)
'I am thirty-five and sex seems more satisfying,
interesting, and humane than at twenty-one. The
hurry is gone and relationships are more important.
The whole body is appreciated. I'm more delighted
with personalities." (Age thirlv-five.)

sexuality,

Many men in their twenties said that thev enjoved
mere than thev had before because now they con
«ed it with mutual pleasure and an emotional feeling
k ilit partner; some also mentioned (hat their own
Itialilv was more developed.
Most men in their thirties said that thev were
imcntly enjoying sc\ nunc because thev were mori
Hiifonabb* with ii" thev knew more about both thei
wand their partners' sexuality, and felt freer to com
plicate about it. Also, most men siicssed the in
"Bill importance of an emotional attachment to
udtnt artwork Piea|p part ler. A lew men mentioned noticing physical
>f iculptures, paintings bilges, but most sai.l that they had not changed
hysically:
jgh D*c 19
"I lind that as one gets older and more mature,
is more enjoyable and satisfying. 1 have an in

Pacifican

The height of worry over "performance" and
aging occurred in men in their forties. But while often
mentioning a difference in their frequency or timing of
ejaculation, most said — almost without exception ~
that they enjoyed themselves more than ever, except
for those who were bored or unhappy with their
relationships; also, men in their forties stressed again
the even increased importance of an emotional
relationship with their sexual partner for complete en
joyment of sex:
"I get more satisfaction now at the age of fortyeight, but whether that is as a result of my age or sim
ply from doing it oftener is hard to say ~ either one
might explain slower erections and the ability to retain
them longer." (Age forty-eight.)
"There is no doubt that age reduces ability in any
physical activity, but then, sex is not an Olympic per
formance, Quality in communication is more impor
tant than anything else." (Age forty.)
"Orgasms are better than ever. Intercourse is
more fulfilling, lovelier, longer-lasting. Desire is the
same, but no longer obsessive—if that makes any sense.
When I didn't have as much as I wanted, I was half
crazy to get it. I have all 1 want now. It's very nice."
(Age forty-two.)
"I think I still have as much desire but I am
honestly bored and frustrated by having the same part
ner for twenty years." (Age forty-six.)
By their fifties, most men were pleasurably

engaged in re-creating their sex lives (and often their
Jives in general) ~ either to make them more what they
had always wanted or to adjust to their changing
physical/muscular (overall body) reactions, or both;
most said they were enjoying sex and their relation
ships more than ever:
"I'm fifty and my sex drive is stronger than at any
previous time. I believe this is the remit of
and accepting my sensuality and sexuality rather than
being ashamed of them. 1 was afraid and ashamed of
them before."
"In my case, desire for sex has increased with age,
as has enjoyment of sex. My sex life is different and
better now than it used to be because all of my
relationships with people are better,' and because my
self-love is greater than at any point in my life." (Age
fifty-six.)
It does slow down a lot with age. I am more
satis!ied now, and less 'horny' than when I was twen
ty-five, but I know more and can do more for a partner
and understand a lot more now than then. I have had
)"° ™!rt attacks and still havc-a very active sex life "
(Age fifty-three.)
Most men in their sixties could enjoy sex at least
as much as they had when they were younger — often
to their own surprise - even though physically they
were different sexually than they had been in their
twenties, and must have sex or orgasm less often:
"This is a myth, of course, that older people do
not like sex. In my own experience I find I orgasm
somewhat less frequently than I did in the past, but in
other ways my activity has increased, as I have been
less inhibited in later years." (Age sixty-four.)
"I think desire for sex increases with age. It is a
mistaken notion that old folks don't need sex any
longer; that they should 'settle down and act their
age.' But my sex life at sixty is much poorer than it was
in my earlier years, despite my sex drive being the
same. This is due to a poor marital situation. 1 would
prefer to be with someone who wants to mutually
share a'life together, but unfortunately I can't see my
way clear to do this." (Age sixty.)
"I enjoy sex more now than I did when I was
young. There was too much hassle then, too muchun
certainty, too many fears and expectations. Now I
know what to do, and it always works just about per
fectly." (Age sixty.)
"I vaguely remember hearing someone quote
someone to the effect that-it's a pleasure to reach an
age where sex is an occasional source of enjoyment in
stead of a constant source of annoyance." (Age sixtyfour.)
"Too many people feel that only physically
• young, beautiful people enjoy sex and that isn't so.
Sex can be great with sagging breasts, flabby muscles,
wrinkles and paunches. People should realize this and
do something about it. Desire does decrease but en
joyment should not!" (Age sixty-three.)
In their seventies, most men - but not all although they might be having less regular or predic

table erections and/or orgasms, were still enjoying sex,,
with or without intercourse. A few men mentioned j
decline in interest in sex. Almost all found that
emotional relationships (or lack of them) played a,
crucial and increasingly important role in their ability
to enjoy sex. General good health, of course, was the
key to continued sexual enjoyment. Overall, a kind of
peace seemed to have settled in on many men in their
seventies that wasn't apparent in the earlier age ranges
-- a quiet happiness:
"We have slowed up some. We are both seventyfour years old and still very passionate." (Age seven
ty-four.)
"Age, I have noticed, makes sex better and better.
It takes a little longer but this simply prolongs the
pleasure. The enjoyment of sex has increased for me.
When 1 wits young, I thought mostly of gratifying
myself. N- .w I find more pleasure in gratifying my
partner, thereby increasing my own gratification. I
believe too many men think they are finished with sex
when they hit sixty or sixty-five, and thereby let their
organs atrophy. Constant use will keep them active."
(Age seventy-one.)
"The desire coming from the physical need
decreases, but the psychological need which is very
complex (part of it is to feel that one is still alive and
not dying) does not seem to decrease. I am fortunate
enough to be married to a woman whom I love and
who loves me at the age where most other preoc
cupations (earning a living, bringing up children) have
receded into the background. We can make love now
whenever fancy (limited by reduced potency) takes us.
Another aspect of it is less cheerful: I still would like
to make love to any woman who is attractive and/or
interesting enough. But my age makes me feel
ridiculous in attempting it. The American 'dirty old
man' syndrome does not help." (Age sevenfy-two.)
Men in their eighties and nineties were having
fewer erections and orgasms, depending on overall
physical health, but almost all said that enjoyment
does not automatically decrease. Many had made in
teresting discoveries and innovations in their ways of
relating. Once again, whether a man was happy or not
depended much more on the state of his relationships
than on his ability to "function":
"Sex gets better with age, if health is good. Also,
the desire for sex increases with age if health is ex
cellent, and if you remain physically active and men
tally active, and are free of taboos, old wives' tales,
and inhibitions about what you should and should not
feel like. Retired people have more time to enjoy sex
at its best." (Age eighty-one.)
"I have just been reading my grandson's sex
education book he brought home from college for the
holidays. Pretty interesting. Think I'll try some of
this stuff with my wife when he leaves." (Age eighty.)
"It feels just as good as ever but not as often. Sex
life no different." (Age eighty-six.)

(See HITE page 1 2)
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Exploring helps solidify job choice
By Amy Gilliland
Staff Writer

If you've wondered if your
choice of major is the correct one, or
if you've prepared yourself well
enough to break into the job market,
the new Career Exploration Program
sponsored by the UOP Alumni
Association and Career Planning and
Placement Office may be able to help
you.
The new program matches up
students with UOP alumni who
are working in fields that a current
student may be interested in pur
suing. An appointment is then made
for the students and alumnus to meet.
The program came about after a
definite need was seen by the Career
Planning and Placement Office for
graduating seniors to feel they have
realistic expectations, and are suf
ficiently prepared to enter the job
market. The focus is on job ex
ploration, which helps solidify oc
cupational choice.
"There's no question in my mind
that this is a valid and beneficial
career development program, because
you're dealing with reality," said Bill
McGregor, director of Planning and
Placement.
Each student must go through a
brief interview before meeting with
an alumnus.
The interview helps
students prepare questions to ask the
alum, and allows staff to ascertain
what the student expects to gain from
the future interaction.
" 1 in1 " a n
tunity to get in
formed. anu see both sides of the fen
ce," e plained < 'audia Schwartz,
assistant director of Planning and
Placement. "This is not a job con-

locals-

There's hope for
the disadvantaged
By Sheri Almberg
Staff Writer

„
nf conyears ago a group o^
cerned students, faculty, j
munity members stormed Burns
Tower with their demands for better
representation. Today, many students
are benefiting from the result of
their efforts - the Community In
volvement Program.
Under the management ot ur.
John Jones, Executive Director of
CIP, the program offers a variety of
Twelve

Valua bhe
x

A student meets with Marion Jacobs, a UOP
alumnus who has her own advertising
tact," she noted.
Alumni in San Joaquin County
were asked in September to par
ticipate in the program, and since
then over 220 have replied. The fields
are varied, and include education,
medicine, and engineering. There are
attorneys and even an airline pilot
available, in addition.

SW Hall forms dorm newsletter
South/West Residence Hall has
adopted a unique approach to the
problem
of
information
dissemination through distribution of
a
dormitory
newsletter,
the
"South/West Wind," under the
direction of Beth Karstetter.
Through the weekly newsletter,
residents of South/West are made
aware of upcoming programs,
meetings, and events not only in the
residence hall, but throughout cam
pus as well. The newsletter is com
posed of regular columns dealing

CIP aids

with dormitory finances, govern
ment, and policies, as well as a
birthday list of dorm members.
The "Wind" also features travel
service information to aid residents in
the formation of carpools home for
the various holidays.
The"Wind" is written, edited,
designed and printed entirely by
residence hall members and staff un
der the guidance of Karstetter and
Larry Nothnagel, residence hall direc
tor.

UJhQt
/hould
o haircut
co/t?

ful, we'll expand it to other areas,"
said Kara Brewer, director of Alumni
and Parent Programs. Most of the
alumni now are still untapped resour
ces.
Students of all grade levels can
arrange for an interview by dropping
by the Career Planning and
Placement Office in Anderson Hall.

This program provides the first
opportunity for alumni to become ac
tively involved in career counseling
with students. The UOP Alumni
Association hopes that the response
will be so enthusiastic that they will
be able to enlist the help of most of
the San Joaquin County alums.
"If students find it is really help

Stockton State invites
support for Christmas
The Holiday season at Stockton
State Hospital is the brightest time of
the year. There are gifts, goodies,
Christmas carolers and parties galore
for the 630 developmentally disabled
residents. Support from community
groups and individuals like the
American Legion, Girl Scouts,
Philomatheans,
church
organizations, Interact Club of Stagg
High School, and many more help to
make this season special.
We would like to invite you or
your group to help us. There are

three ways that we need your support.
You can provide a party for a group
of residents, bring gifts or goodies to
be distributed on Christmas day, or
make a cash donation to the Christ
mas Fund. Gifts that are the most
wanted by residents include personal
toilet articles, caps, toys, or knitted
items.
If you or your' organization
would like to help with our Christmas
drive, please contact the Volunteer
center at (209)948-7107 Monday
through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

GRADUATE TO A
$5000 BONUS.

If you join today 's Army for four years
and qualify for certain specialties, we'll give you
a $5000 enlistment bonus.
In fact, 57 different Army skills offer
bonuses ranging from $1500 to $5000. That
includes all sorts of things, from learning to
repair a Pershing Missile to operating a laser
in a tank.
Plus, there's the personal satisfaction that
comes with doing a tough job well. The added
maturity and self-confidence you'll enjoy.
To find out about all the benefits of
serving your country as you serve yourself,
visit your local Army Recruiter. Or call Army
Opportunities, 800-423-3673. In California,
call 800-282-5864.

540? SQO? SIQ?

/upeiartt
they're
always

company. The student-alumni matchup is
part of the new Career Exploration Program.

call

admission.
The CIP staffis very
sensitive to the needs of the stu *
involved in the program, v
recognize that many of th*
IP aiuucms
students may
enrolled
enruiicu C
v,"
may j,
feel nnpnmfnrtahu
uncomfortable nn
on campus
One such effort to maketh
students feel more at ease is ^
week orientation.
Durin?
sessions, the students are i
the
university's Policies
Everything
procedures,
done to get them into the
stream," said Jones.
Under CIP there are two
Hi
productive service progr^s One,!
them is Upward Bound,
basically designed for high
students interested in pursuit
college education.
The other is the Support
vices program, which offers
workshops, cultural enrich^
counseling, and free tutoring, v
conveniences are available to all iS
students.
Funds to support thfe
services and its staff are receive
through ASUOP, COPA, and i
Special Services grant from the"'
Department of Education.
Currently, 138 students a;
enrolled in CIP.
The ethti
backgrounds of the students kit*
Asian, white, black, Chicano, at;
American Indian.
The students who are involved; Two students ge
CIP feel a certain bond with®
other. Dolores Delgado, a thirdys Service program, e
participant
area Involvement Progri
paruupum explains, "There
mere are
color barriers. It s like a family,"

Who's Who honors 17 Living c
Seventeen University of the
Pacific students have been selected
for inclusion in the 1982 edition of
"Who's Who Among Students In
American Universities and Colleges."
Those honored were selected on
the basis of academic achievement,
service to the community, leadership
in extracurricular activities and future
potential.
Selected from UOP are Marta
Olds, a senior from Menlo Park
majoring in economics and Spanish
at Elbert Covell College; Marc
Ferguson, a senior from Vacaville
majoring in music education at the
Conservatory of Music; David Stevinson, a student at the School of Den
tistry in San Francisco, from Fresno;
Michael Michaelis, a senior from Fair
Oaks majoring in chemistry at
College of the Pacific; Stephen
Howard, a senior from Napa
majoring in economics at C.O.P.;
Anna Ulloa, a senior from Phoenix,

in IM C

Arizona majoring in psychology
COP.
Also, Lisa Shusto, a senior in
UOP
Oceanside
majoring in
engineering at the School gets.
Engineering; David Adelstein Fi Wendell
Santa Clara, and Bridget Bay y between
Sacramento; Kathryn Linan, a
McGeorge School of Law | chairper
Sacramento, Kathryn Linan, a senii Commit
from
Patterson majoring i College
education at the school of Educatici eight te
and Lisa Colin from Palo Alt living g
Robert Robinson from Oroville, boa ticipate
seniors majoring in business i represen
ministration at the School of Busins
and Public Administration.
Also, Patrick Cloney f'1 exciting
Eureka, Sharon Young form Irvis
and Michael Golloway from Em® being
all school of Pharmacy majors; a' Progra
Durlynn Anema from Lodi, audi'
ty Pacheco from Gait, both it >
graduate program at the School' answe
four-g
Education.

UOP receives historical collectio
A collection of historical
material from the late Leonard Verbarg, a well-known Bay Area jour
nalist, has been presented to the HoltAtherton Pacific Center For Western
Studies at UOP.
Verbarg was editor of the weekly
"Knave" section .of the Oakland
Tribune from 1954 to 1974, and the
material presented to UOP contains
much of the editorial correspon
dence, historical background infor
mation,
manuscripts,
and
photographs used in the section
during this 20-year period.
Ronald LL Limbaugh, a
UOP history professor and curator of

ARMY.
BEALLYOUCANBE.

collect (209) 951-3510

SFC Livingston

purpose of CIP is to provide
an oppoXy for qualified local
. .
J T T/-\n TUic 1C QP.
residents to attend UOP. This is ac
complished through tuition remission
scholarships for full or partial c°stThe program is specifically
designed for non-traditional univer
sity students, who generally are of an
ethnic minority heritage or are from a
historically low-income background.
However, Jones emphasized the
fact that the program is not available
to minority students only, but to all
individuals with disadvantaged
backgrounds, saying, "That crosses
all racial lines."
The CIP Staff does a con
siderable amount of recruiting
through the local schools, churches,
and community organizations.
Prospective students file for ad
mission and are interviewed by a
panel comprising faculty, ad
ministrators, community members
and students. The panel tnen
then matces
makes a
recommendation on acceptance or

sionial
dean of
nf
denial tn
to the
the dean

of a
keepe
the en

manuscripts at the Holt-Athfl^ mu.
Center, said items publisl
"Knave" covered all aspects
and state history but
Oakland and the East Bay
photographs are really a .
record of California," added
baugh.
,.jf
• The 26 boxes of mater®
presented to the Holt-Atherto»
ter by St. Mary's College, *
was given by Verbarg a««'
retirement trom the
tne newspaig
Limbaugh said the items in the
tion will be available for scl
as soon as processing and e
are completed.
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News Briefs
Press.)

help the night actress Natalie Wood
drowned. Marilyn Wayne, whose
boat was 300 feet from Miss Wood's,
says she thought she should not inter
fere with what she believed was a par
ty aboard the other boat.

(All briefs written by the Associated

LocaL
Four Modesto boys
arrested in murder
Four Modesto boys have been
arrested for investigation in the mur
der of a high school English teacher,
John Crahan. Sheriff's officers say
Crahan was killed in the driveway of
his home and had reported to
authorities several weeks ago that he
might be the victim of a crime.

than two percent in Stanislaus and
Madera. Generally, this October's
unemployment rates were more than
two percent higher than October,
1980. Jeanette Pavlovich, State Em
ployment Office information officer
in Fresno, blamed some of the in
crease on new people joining the
work force and the end of the harvest
season. She noted that average wages
grew slightly during the past year.

State.

Unemployment rises Delay in Medi-Cal
sharply in S J County proposal irks Brown

\s

Unemployment increased sharply
in the San Joaquin Valley during Oc
tober, but a state official does not
think it was entirely caused by the
recession. The percentage of people
out of work rose more than three per
cent in San Joaquin, Fresno, and
Merced counties and was up more

"J «irr to^i

New program offers
a a host of benefits to
J individual donors

'31 Ky
^Rudtajjji

i** <5

1

w »no »rt invoh(j|
bond lithgj^ Two. students get
help
from
•

U U U U U I U V C
Supportive
service
program,
a
program
offered
through
the
Community
^PUin
-in Involvement Program (CIP) Story on previous page.
wifafc'
~

•— w w i
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( l i e

) honors 17 Living groups compete
in IM College Bowl
»«| in psyciiolojj

»Joiato.iMcri
i nujorim ii j [UOP Intramural College Bowl
11 4 ;he School jets underway this Sunday, Dec. 6 at
<
i : Adeiitein FmVaiddl Phillips Center, Room 140
• i an J Bridget Bi«^reen 9 am- and 5 p.m.
> luttrvn L;nin,i» According to Cyndi Hudson,
f|( School of Lai|chairperson of Special Programs|
immittee who is also the 1981-82
rnto Kithryn Lii
pittenon mijonngj illege Bowl coordinator, about
;ht teams representing different
•m al the jehod orF
ng groups on campus will parm Cofca from
cipate.
Some of the groups
K >r<' n tor. froeOtoti
represented include AKL and Omega
nJ jg business'
fraternities. "I anticipate that
v 1- the. School ofB ,-us year's competition will be very
s
riontjfn siting," she said.
1 Young to® ^
'ntramura' College Bowl is
heing sponsored by the Pacific
SI *1 GoUo»V wjon;^ Program Council (PPC) under the
J of PhlflMCT
[Special Programs Committee.
u wi"l
College Bowl is a question and
. . .
froffl 0®"'. sLl answer competition between two
grtf i' !
four-person teams under supervision
of a moderator, judges and a time
keeper. The team with most points at
jheend of the two halves of the game
® declared the winner. Each team
must consist of all full-time students;

ricalcoW!
StO

no more than two of these could be
graduate students.
Often referred to as the Varsity
Sport of the Mind, College Bowl was
introduced early in the 1940s, and has
since gained popularity nationwide.
PPC is credited for bringing the
bowl to UOP three years ago.
Questions for the bowl are
uniformly set for all participating
colleges throughout the country by
the Association of College Unions International (ACU-I) and Time Life
magazine.
The winning team will proceed to
compete against other teams from
different colleges in the Regional
ACU-I College Bowl to be hosted by
UOP for the first time on Feb. 6.
As much as $5,000 in scholarship
funding will be awarded to the
national winning team.
California colleges have done
well, previously winning the last two
national college bowls.
Members of the faculty, stu
dents, and the community are invited.

Donors to University of the
Pacific can earn an income for life
while making gifts to the university
through a new program adopted by
the UOP board of Regents.
The Pooled Income Fund is a
trust designed for the use of a number
of individual donors. It enables a
donor, along with others, to make
gifts of money or other acceptable
property into a trust fund pool when
it would not otherwise be feasible to
establish an individual trust.
A $5,000 irrevocable investment
is required to enter the fund, from
which the donor, or other designated
beneficiaries, receives a share of the
fund earnings each quarter.
"The donor enjoys an immediate
income tax deduction," explained
Ernest Wood, UOP assistant vice
president for development, "and
avoids capital gains, reduces the
ultimate estate tax burden of the
donor's heirs, and receives a high
percentage of return as compared to
other gift instruments." Wood said
programs like this at other univer
sities earned more than 12 percent last
year.
The Bank of America trust
department has been engaged to
assist the university in operation of
the fund. This is the first time UOP
has entered into a giving program of
this type.
For more information on the
Pooled Income Fund, contact the
UOP Office of Development at
946-2501 or 946-2503.

UOP prof attends scientific conference in the USSR
A University of

K

the Pacific

School of Engineering faculty mem-

rf tar was one of 12 Americans who
< .
,J ,recent'y spent two weeks in the Soviet
•
.n exchanging scientific infor•v CaWV ®at'on pertaining to pesticides:
vU'V^hiflV Dr. Robert C. Johanson, an
W V^4jassistant
professor
in
civil
"
jj®gineering, presented a paper at the
j^foence that was held at Erevan,
ni #
"e capital of Soviet tArmenia.

lF|Ci"id

Pesticides in the Environment" was
the title of the conference, which in
cluded some 35 Russian scientists.
The 12 Americans were selected by
officials with the Federal Environmen
tal Protection Agency in Washington,
D.C.
At the conference Johanson
described three computer models for
simulating the behavior of pesticides
in the environment. He has done
research in this field for the past five

years and teaches courses in water
quality at UOP. The long-range goal
of the UOP engineer's research per
tains to the development of pesticides
that are effective without causing en
vironmental damage.
Johanson, who joined the UOP
faculty in 1980, became interested in
the engineering field through
hydrology. He holds a Ph. D. degree
in civil engineering hydrology from
Stanford University.

Governor Brown is complaining
to President Reagan about a delay in
federal approval for a state proposal
on the Medi-Cal program.
The
proposal calls for charging Medi-Cal
patients small "co-payments" for
some treatments and prescriptions.

State hospital labeled
a 'leaky sieve'
A state subcommittee hearing
has been told that 477 criminal
patients escaped from Pattqn State
Hospital near San Bernardino in the
last six years. The chairman of the
subcommittee called Patton Hospital
a "leaky sieve" and proposed moving
all the patients out until it is secure.

Woman claims she
heard Natalie Wood
According to the Los Angeles
Times, a woman aboard a boat off
Santa Catlina Island last weekend
claims she heard a woman calling for

Job Search
The Job Search is run in
cooperation with the Career Planning
and Placement Center on the UOP
campus. For more information on
any of the jobs listed below, plus a
host of other job opportunities
posted in the Placement Center, con
tact the Center at 946-2361.
Revenue agent, fulltime salary is
$11,490 per year, parttime during
school and fulltime during summer.
60 units completed with a major in
accounting.

Nation.
Missing baby found
after six murdered
A 13-month-old baby, missing
since six people were murdered in a
suburban Miami home, has been
found safe. Detectives had been sear
ching for the infant since the bodies
of his parents and four other people
were found last Saturday, the victims
of what may have been a drug-related
slaying.
An anonymous woman
phoned one of the child's relatives
and said the baby would be found at a
shopping center.
The child was
found there Wednesday evening.

Nuclear device blows
at Nevada test site
The U.S. Department of Energy
set off a nuclear explosion Thursday
morning at the Nevada test site about
90 miles north of Las Vegas. The
device, code-named Akavi had a yield
equivalent to between 20 and 150 tons
of TNT. The 7 a.m. blast occurred
some 16 hundred feet below the sur
face of Yucca Flat.

ACLU fights to bar
nativity scene
The American Civil Liberties
Union plans to go to court in an ef
fort to bar a display of the nativity
scene in South Dakota's state capital.
The city of Pawtucket, R.I., has sold
its nativity scene after a federal court
ruled it could not be displayed. It had
been a holiday tradition for 40 years.

Senate deals blow
to MX program
The Senate has dealt a blow to
a key element in President Reagan's
strategic weapons program. Voting
90-4, the senators today moved to
restrict Reagan's plans for putting
MX Missiles into Titan and
Minuteman silos. The amendment to
a 208-billion-dollar military spending
bill prohibits research and develop. ment funds for the MX from being
used to plan for reinforcing existing
silos.
However, Republican Ted
Stevens of Alaska says there is at least
$20 billion in other funds that can be
used to develop reinforced silos.
vt r
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Poland situation is
'as explosive' as ever
Thirty-four
members
of
Poland's
Independent
Labor
Federation—Solidarity—were freed
today after being detained by police.
The unionists were held during Wed
nesday's police raid that ended a
strike at the Warsaw firefighters
school.
Despite tlie release,
Solidarity remained on a national
strike alert. A government labor
newspaper says the situation is "as
explosive and dangerous" as ever.

Haig meets with
Nicaraguan official
Secretary of State Haig met
privately with Nicaragua's foreign
minister Wednesday. But the session,
at an Organization of American
States gathering on the Caribbean
Island of St. Lucia, was only
moderately productive. Haig said he
failed to win assurances that
Nicaragua would stop what he called
its extensive intervention in neigh
boring El Salvador.

Introducing the Sidewinder.
Now the end of the road
b just the beginning.
Let the others stick to smooth roads.
When you're on top of the Schwinn
Sidewinder, even a mountain ridge
won't hold you back.
The Sidewinder was born to
blaze trails and go where no
ordinary bike can. Over hill.
Over dale. Over some of
the roughest terrain.
It's got an electro-forged
frame for a backbone.
|
lOhigh-torquing gears. And

big knobby tires w:'h plenty of bite.
You also get the service Schwinn
dealers are famous for: complete assem
bly, adjustment, a free 30-day tune-up,
and a No-Time-Limit Warranty* that's part
of Schwinn's 5-Point Protection Plan.
So now when the road stops, you
don't have to. Just staid cranking
your Schwinn Sidewinder.
And don't look down.
P

limit No charge-except for dealer laborafter
30 days or after a year in case of defective
frame. See your Schwinn dealer for details.

Snack bar attendant, $3.35 per hour,

flexible hours, evenings and week
ends. May cashier; own transportation
required.
Interviewer, $4.00 per hour, can work
around schedule. Will administer
questionnaire, transportation not
necessary.
Cashier/clerk, $3.35 per hour plus
fringe benefits, evenings and week
ends. Own transportation necessary.
General office worker, $3.35 per hour

for three days a week. No typing,
must be 18 years old or older and
have own transportation.

See the amazing new Sidewinder at these Schwinn dealers and ask about Christmas layaways.

WRIGHTS

466-4351

Closest to Campus

For your safety, be sure to pad your bicycle, wear a helmet, and cover your arms, legs, and feet. ©1981 Schwinn Sales [nc.

The perfect gift for Christmas...
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ASUOP forum
The STUFFED ANIMAL ZOO carries"
the finest selection of plush animals
Complete line of Dakin.
Offering the largest variety
of stuffed animals (plush toys) In the San Joaquin Valley. There are
huggable critters of every kind: Cats, birds, elephants, ducks, monkeys,
cartoon characters, dogs, hippos, cows, camels, dragons, mice, dolls,
and one of the largest selections of teddy bears. We proudly carry the
most beautiful, the most colorful and heart-touching plush toys in the

is hiringa crew
^Deadline for applications
Wedne$day> Member9
at 5-00 pm
applications available
in the AS^OP ofticc

ip
|

w°d

Stuffed Animal Zoo
2323 Grand Canal Blvd.

JUST OUTSIDE

HILTON HOTEL, STOCKTON

952-6590

-ZOOKEEPER, Dennis Smallie
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Travel Loa bv Roxanne Cowell,

Basically, hard rock fanatics,
AC/DC's new album is lousy

HCfOt
IOSI ABOUT TO KCK
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T.K. Rohan photo

For Those About To Rock
We Salute You
AG/DC
w
Atlantic

Thic new
np\l/ album
qIKh is not as
progress. This
good as Back in Black. This is a bad
album.
To be honest, there is potential
for the new album. But every time a
song would seem to be taking off it
would slow down and die. "C.O.D." and
"Breaking the Rules" are two exam
ples of this slowing down and dying.
"Put the Finger on You" never even
gets started. This is a bad album.
The voice of lead singer Brian
Johnson is much too screamic. This
reminds one of later Van Halen
albums where David Roth would
scream just for the sake of screaming.
After a while Johnson's "voice" gets
very upsetting. This is a bad album.
This review is trying to indirectly
point out the biggest problem with
For Those About To Rock. The
problem is repetition.
Notes are
repeated over and over again; not just
in one song but the notes carry over
into other songs.
In the lyrics the repetition is the
worst. The third song on side one is
called "Let's Get It Up." The words
"let's get it up" were sung so many
times that I fell asleep, woke up and
still could hear "let's get it up." The
same thing with "Inject the Venom,"
and other songs.
"Night of The Long Knives" is
actually fairly good. But that may be
because everything else is so bad. All
in all, For Those About To Rock We
Salute You is a bad album.
nrnnrocc

be both fun and pleasurable. But there
is nothing fun or pleasurable in For
Those About To Rock. This is a bad
album. Cranking this album would
end a party faster then a raid by the
police.
Back in Black is an album of
rock anthems. Singing/shouting the
' For Those About To Rock We
lyrics of "Hells Bells" or "You
Salute You is a bad album. Why was
this album made? Does anybody Shook Me All Night Long" can be
very exhilarating. There are no lyrics
know?
This is the second AC/DC album worth shouting on this new album.
since the death of their old lead singer This is a bad album.
All the guitar riffs on For Those
Boh Scott. Where Back in Black
almost borders on great, For Those About To Rock have been used in
About To Rock is just so much noise other AC/DC tunes. There is no
progression on this album. In fact
pollution.
AC/DC is stuck with being AC/DC has not progressed since
pegged a party band. Get wasted and their start. But then if they can put
crank some AC/DC. There is nothing out album after album just as good as
wrong with that. That experience can Back in Black, there is no reason to

* * * * * Excellent, Awesome
* * * * Very Good
* * * Good
* * Fair
* Poor, I'm sure this
was even made.

Skiing just a mountain away at
Bear Valley /Mt. Reba resort

Personally, I'm dreaming of a
white Christmas, but nature has
already been on the ball and has
provided me with enough incentive
NOT to wait until Christmas
vacation to get in a little skiing ac
tion.
All the ski resorts are open,
and they've got those chair lifts
going, which brings a question to
my mind—What am I still doing
here when I could be up there?
Then I clue back in to reality and
remember all the homework I
have yet to finish this week; so I
pacify myself with the thought,
"Okay, I'll wait until this
weekend, but when Saturday
comes I'll be on my way!"
But where will I go? Since I'm
only going for the day, I'll pack it
up to Bear Valley. Rumor has it
that Mt. Reba ski area has opened
up two new triple chairs! Sounds
like those hour lift-line waits are

gone forever. One triple chair
parallels Bear's chair and the other
parallels Hibernation.
Bear and Hibernation are
probably the two most popular
chairs at Mt. Reba. They both
cater to the intermediate skuer,
and both have some great runs.
For instance, to the left of Bear
Chair is "Porridge bowl" a large
bowl with plenty of moguls, and to
the right of Bear is "National, a
very steep and straight downhill
slope.
"Molkulme West" is
located to the far right of Bear. It
is not difficult and provides the
beginner skier with an easy run
down to the lodge.
The runs on Hibernation, the
back side of Mt. Reba, all con
verge into one 200-foot run in
front of the chair. These runs are
all longer than those on Bear's
chair, but require about the some
skiing ability.

For those skiers with mor,
ability, Snow Valley and Grizzi!
are available. Both these chair
have quality runs, with Grizzly 0f
fering a strong challenge even to
the most expert of skiers. Under
standably, these chairs seldom
have any waiting lines.
Mt. Reba is open from 9 a m
to 4 p.m. every day of the week
Lift tickets are $18 for all day
Students, ages 13-21, who present
a student I.D. card, however, can
receive $1 off regular lift ticket
price. This only applies to nonholiday midweek dates.
To get to Mt. Reba ski area
just take Hwy 4 out of Stockton to
Angels Camp. Turn right onto the
main street of Angels Camp, and
watch for signs to direct you back
on the Hwy 4 near the other end of
town. Stay on Hwy 4 all the way
to Mt. Reba. Gas and food are
available in various mountain
stores along the way.

-J

Tubes triumphantly return home
for two weeks worth of shows
By Kevin Bartram
Editor-in-Chief

The Tubes began a two-week visit
to their Bay Area homeland Monday
evening with a resounding perfor
mance at San ^Francisco's Warfield
Theatre.
The one-of-a-kind rock band will
venture to the Santa Cruz Civic
Auditorium Dec. 8 for an 8 p.m.
show, and will appear at the Marin
Veteran's Auditorium on Dec. 9. The
Tubes will wrap up their latest set of
local appearances on Friday, Dec. 11
at the Sacramento Memorial
Auditorium: All of the Tubes' latest

concert dates are being produced by
Bill Graham.
The Tubes, led by lead vocalist
and chief performer Fee Waybill,
pounded and clowned their way
through the two-hour set with an ob
vious feeling of excitement for the
hometown crowd. The show featured
performances of most of the material
from the Tubes' latest LP, The Com
pletion Backward Principle, as well as
a crowd-pleasing 30-minute encore.
The encore included the most
driving and exuberantly performed
number of Monday's concert: the
Tubes' rendition of the Beatles'
classic "I Saw Her Standing There."
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This cover song is not often performed by the Tubes, but still never fait nrd store and Steve bough
to enthrall a great majority of the * m with a picture on its
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depicting five band m mbe
The Tubes did not disappoint
ine under a plastic ou
any of their faithful fans, as the; luted the album upon
wound up the evening's concert with listening, but now, a coup
the showstopper "White Punks Oi •ears later, the Boom
Dope."
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JUST IN FOR
YOUR HOLIDAY GIFTS
New Low Discount Prices
on Records & Cassettes
Dec. 4 to Dec. 10

10% ADDITIONAL DISCOUNT
off our already low prices
on all records & cassettes
Advanced Campus Electronics
Upper level
University Center
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Entertainment Editor

My best friend in high school
Steve Cirelli. The summer
following my freshman year at
OOP, Steve got a j°b in a record
,„re. While working, he got the
pportunity to get a couple of free
jolrets to a concert that was
c0ming to San Francisco. He of
fered me a ticket and I, in turn,
tmphatically turned him down.
You see, at the time I was
your average head-knockin', hard
en' AC/DC and Ted Nugent
[an The tickets he offered were
[or a little known band who had
:ustreleased its second album; they
Jeere' The Police. It was New
Wave! And as every headIcnockin*. hard-rockin' AC/DC
,nd Ted Nugent fan knows, new
pave music is for non-humans
only- - you know, those slimy,
sleazy, squeamish people who stick
safety pins in their noses, and dye
iheir hair flourescent shades of
purple and green.
Well, finally through Cirelli's
persistance I went. The concert
»as great, and to my surprise
ihere were even a few "normal
' "« often». bumans (just like us) at the show.
Afterwards, we went to .
a
wit «iD never fj
•i[ ®Wty of ^ record store and Steve bought this
album with a picture on its cover
Mendmct.
depicting five band members sufw m*
•
as iki} ocating under a plastic bag. I
concert n| uted the album upon first
'White Punks On listening, but now, a couple of
years later, the Boomtown
Rats
> most of fei (kind of a bizarre name for a
band, right?) are one of my
favorite bands.
So what does all of this have
do with a concert review of an
t-goers shod Irish band called U2? Everything!
#aS

You see, while I was listening
lo this utterly fantastic guitar
len, lush sounding concert, last
iday at the Warfield Theatre in
Francisco, I asked myself,
>w am I going to review this show
the UOP community, where I'm
re over 90 percent of the stuits have never even heard of
12?
Come on, UOP is a headlockin', hard-rockin' comlunity. People here don't want
leaning and experiment from
heir music. They want their

know

explodes with U2;
who this band is?

long*6 with* a C °Ut three minutes
gUltar so,° Gust like
everv nth
v a r i a t i o n T f S O l ° with a little
6 ,lstener fee,s bold
or dar?r!\
middle and ®°mcwhere in the
smooth
?-!r'g of course. that
m, i? '„g
sound of today's
y
multumlhon dollar bands.
}ust
as
th
'
important to
these songs, are those repeating
to°JUSeS "iust so everyone can get
to know the words of the song the
day after the album is released.
UOP's favorite bands are
K E O. Speedwagon?
Styx and Foreigner. How do I
know? Just take a stroll through
any of the dorms, or attend any of
the fraternity parties and listen to
what s blaring out of the speakers.
In general, you want your
music to be simple and conven
tional, nothing different to spoil
your delicate ears. Chalk up
another victory for conser
vatism.
(Ugh!
That word
seems to continually rear its ugly
head here at beautiful UOP).
The point I'm trying to make
here is we all come to college to expand our horizons in many dif
ferent areas, whether it be socially
or scholastically. We should be
willing to experience and learn of
new ideas in all areas of
knowledge.
To make snap
judgements
and
overgeneralizations in any field (even
music) is to close yourself from
acquiring new ideas, to grow.
Now, even I know musical
preferences are not all that impor
tant. But be honest with yourself.
How many times have you heard a
band for the first time, disliked
the one song that you heard
because it was different, and then
labeled it new wave, or punk, or
bizarre, or anything, never to be
heard by you again. There's a
saying that goes something like
"the best things in life require an
acquired taste." Whether it be a
fine scotch whiskey or an operatic,
ballad sung by Pavoratti, it's hard
to like a product upon your first
sampling. Hey, I don't want to
sound like a preacher because I'm
just as guilty as the rest! When I
first heard the debut album by U2
(I bet you thought I'd never get
back to this concert review), I
thought their music tended to drag
on a bit, and overall was too "dif

ferent" for my ears. But after a
few listenings, I found their music
to be as intricate and full sounding
as any band that I have ever heard.
Instead of different, this band is
unique. Pure energy and power
flow from their albums (now two,
the debut, Boy, and the follow-up,
October) into the listener's
body.

Some classic performers will be
featured around the Bay Area during
the course of this week. Heading the
list is Van Morrison, who will appear
tomorrow evening at 8 p.m. at
Berkeley's Zellerbach Auditorium.
Morrison will travel on to the New
Varsity Theater in Palo Alto on Dec.
9, and then to Santa Rosa for a Dec.
10 engagement. Also appearing with

Getting in Shape
For Back To School
1 0 % OFF ON EVERY HAIRCUT
WITH STUDENT ID

Red-hot Greg Kihn
rocks the campus

And on Sunday night, the
albums came alive. U2's songs are
slow and moody at times, then
streak by at a brisk gallop. Led by
the spidery strands of sound of a
lead guitarist who calls himself
"The Edge," and by singer Boro
Hewson's echoing and at times
haunting voice, U2 blared through
an hour-and-a-half long set that
kept the near-capacity audience
jumping all over the place, or
slowly swaying back and forth, as
the music dictated. This band is
truly captivating.
The concert was just plain fun
for all who attended. Unlike most
of the "superstar" bands of today,
U2 does not stand aloof from the
crowd. The band members play
with you, kid with you, and in
general have a good time when
they're in front of the spotlights.
Hewson acted as if he was a little
boy playing with new toys. At one
point he danced with a female fan
onstage, and at another time he
carried a young girl in his arms and
serenaded her. U2 was having fun,
and the audience just followed its
lead.
Every quality song off their
first two albums was played, which
the only
was pretty much
drawback of the show. They just
plain ran out of songs to play. The
crowd would have listened to them
all night long if they had more
material. It left me thinking how
great this band will be in a couple
of years after the release of let's
say, its fourth album.
So Steve Cirelli, wherever you
may be today, I have to thank you.
You opened my ears to a variety
of music forms that I believe most
people are missing.'
Also, without your help Steve,
I probably would have gone to
another boring Journey concert
this week instead of seeing a real
musical talent of the likes of U2,

UBES (from page 8)
'be disappointed about the events
peduled for the early part of
Member.
Firstly, the Steve Perry Group
p.a. Journey) just completed a
jcert stint at the Cow Palace, and
lid be departing for a large-scale
ta (hopefully). Let's hope they have
n'ce time on the road and don't
soon!

the singer/saxophonist will be John
Lee Hooker.
(Others slated to appear in the
Bay Area soon include the following;)
•The Beach Boys will appear at
San Carlos' Circle Star Theatre
tonight and tomorrow night at 7:30
and 11 p.m.
•The Old Waldorf, San Fran
cisco's top rock and roll nightclub,
will feature The John Klemmer
Group tonight and tomorrow at 6 and
11 p.m.
•The eccentric Frank Zappa is
scheduled for an appearance at the
Berkeley Community Theatre on
Dec. 10 at 7 and 10:30 p.m.
•At the Keystone in both San
Francisco and Palo Alto, The Rolling
Stones' final America tour date will
be telecast live from New York on
Dec. 18. Also on the bill that evening
will be Rick James, and George
Thorogood and The Destroyers.

Rock and roll reigned supreme at UOP as the Greg Klhn Band played 2 nearly sold-out shows
at the Conservatory. Pictured left to right is the "amazing" Dave Carpenter on lead guitar,
Greg Kihn playing rhythm and the "bionic" Steve Wright on bass. Hidden from view are
Larry Lynch on the drums and Gary Phillips on the keyboards.
By Frank Reichert
Staff Writer

It has taken a while but UOP has
finally had some live rock and roll;
Rockihnroll to be exact.
The Greg Kihn Band brought its
polished and very exciting show to
UOP's Conservatory on Nov. 21.
Just observing the response of the
crowd, it was obvious that a good
rock and roll show is as necessary to
UOP students as Izod is to preppies.
To give UOP its rock and roll fix,
a better group could not have been
picked. Bruce Springsteen may be
'The Boss' everywhere else, but Greg
Kihn is 'The Boss' of Northern
California. An exhilarating live show
is the key to being a boss, and Greg
Kihn could motivate a corpse into
getting up and dancing at one of his
shows.
The rock-hungry UOP audience
was clay in Greg's hands, which he
proceeded to mold into one of the
bounciest and aroused crowds I've
ever seen.
The song selection was perfect.
A collection of rock classics, Greg
Kihn oldies, hits of his latest album
Rockihnroll, and previews from his
upcoming album made for a great set
of music. The ten-minute "Roadrunner" melody played as the last num
ber of the 10 p.m. show is a perfect
example of what Greg Kihn does to
make his shows so memorable.
Another big plus for Greg is his
band. Dave Carpenter, Larry Lynch,
Steve Wright, and Gary Phillips
together are one of the tightest bands
in the business. It is obvious these
guys have been together for over six

years of constant live shows. They
capture their leader's mood and act as
the perfect backup.
Not everything about the show
was good. There were a few minor
problems I would like to bring up.
Greg played for only a little over an
hour. And there should have been
more of an encore.
Second, I don't like it when the
social director's guests are ghosts.
Saved seats should be used by people
with bodies.
Lastly, the crowd control was

too much. The majority of the
audience was college students, not
bikers or gang members. We are not
going to start a riot or crush people
against the stage. So why were the
aisles cleared by security every time
the crowd got really jumping? Not a
good scene. Give us a chance; we are
just trying to have fun.
But overall the Greg Kihn show
was great. Thank you, Steve Alexan
der, for finally giving me a show I
really wanted to see. After all, this is
my junior year.

'They don't write 'em like that any more," sang rocker Greg Kihn.

Dress up or down
in a double breasted
blazer in tweed or
solid.
From $145.

MEET THE AUTHOR
Meet Berenice Lamson author of

THERE'S ONLY ONE COKE"

Come in, get a hair cut

At the University Bookstore
Command Performance
Sherwood Mall, Stockton
5308 Pacific Ave.
Mon.-Fri.10-9;S.«. 10-6; Sun. 12-5
477-3175
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Karen's Comments Football ends with best ever Toledo season
By Karen Komsak

By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

Volleyball, basketball set example
Amidst E.R.A. demonstrators, Title IX hoopla, and NCAA-AIAW
battles, UOP's women athletes have been doing some demonstrating of
their own. The Tiger felines have shown their claws.
Two teams in particular, women's volleyball and basketball (under
the leadership of two dynamic men and their fine assistantslhave displayed
exceptional skill.
The Tiger volleyers were at one point 5-5, but for the third con
secutive season clenched the league title with a spotless league record of
12-0.

Because the young team may have needed time to jell, some fans
looked on with disbelief, and were quick to jump off the bandwagon
when thinking the team was headed for a fall. But this didn't stop
Pacific. They went on to tally up consecutive league wins, and continued
Jo be the best all-time NorCal team with three league titles, 52 wins (40
consecutive) and only eight losses to its name in its seven years in the
league.
Not only has UOP turned out great teams, but also fine individuals.
Among them are 1980 graduates Patty Berg and Nancy Lancaster.
Soon to graduate is another well-respected player, Jayne Gibson.
Gibson was a 1980 AIAW All-American, Honorable Mention USVBA
All-American, All NorCal Conference first team, NorCal Conference
Athlete of the Month, All-Tournament Wendy's Classic, and twice UOP
Player of the week. And this year has been no different. Gibson has
made a strong showing, leading the team and league in stats.
Along with the graduating Gibson, the Tigers will lose two other
seniors this year, while returning one junior, three sophomores, and five
freshmen, most of whom have seen some playing time. With the abun
dance of youth, the future is sure to be a promising one.
The dynamic man that leads this group is Terry (Taras) Liskevych, a
NorCal Conference coach of the year choice last season and in 1979. In
his sixth season this year, he's assisted by Herb Summers (2nd year),
Rich Feller (2nd year), and Lancaster.
Their (team's and coaches') fine work has sown the seed, and next
week they'll be reaping the rewards when competing in the regional
playoffs. If they win two games there, they'll continue to the "Final
Four" playoffs Dec. 18-20 at UCLA's Pauley Pavilion, (where they are
playing UCLA tonight. See story page 11).
These individuals have certainly earned respect for themselves, as
well as for women's sports and the university.
Lady Tiger basketball is also showing some ferocity.
Since third year Coach Mark French, assisted this year by Martha
Hutchinson, took the reins, Lady Tiger basketball has taken a
turnaround (and look for more success in the near and immediate
future). In French's first year, 1979-80, the team went from a 1978-79 619 record to 16-11. That season French earned co-coach-of-the-year
honors in NorCal.
Last year the Lady Tigers had their best year ever, with a final
20-7 overall record, and were 7-5 in league. They were off to an 11-1
start, including a 78-70 win over Clemson.
Unfortunately, they missed a chance at going to the playoffs last
season, but 1981-82 could just be the year to fulfill that goal. .
This season the Lady Tigers, (picked by the media to finish third in
league), started off with a roar. In the Straw Hat Classic two weeks ago
at Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo, they finished third in the eight-team event.
Their victories were quite noteworthy, as the Lady Tigers knocked off
University of Iowa 81-70 in the opening game, and then also defeated Ar
izona 83-71.
Sophomore Jane Romberg was named the tournament's Most
Valuable Player. She tallied up 68 points and 29 rebounds in UOP's three
games. In the Iowa game, Romberg scored a career high 30 points.
Tonight, tomorrow, and Sunday the team will be in Hay ward com
peting in the Hayward State Invitational. They will come home next
week to host three non-league games, the first of which will be played
against Chico State on Dec. 11 at 7:30 p.m. in the A.G. Spanos Center.
For those seeking sports entertainment, I'd highly recommend any
of the Lady Tiger games as a good investment of time.
Amidst our ivy-embraced walls, and leaf-blanketed walkways,
Pacific women's sports are quite alive and well.

Hawaii; a rare paradise
Hawaii—the surf, the sun, the
Bowl, is a beautiful stadium (50,000girls, the guys, the sunsets....a seat capacity, astroturf, automated
paradise. Vacations of course come scoreboard,
officials
with
to mind before one thinks of microphones), a coach's dream, es
athletics, but (despite the tropics) pecially when filled with 36,000
Hawaii has been turning out some stomping, cheering fans (as was the
fine teams.
case when UOP took the field against
The University of Hawaii Rain UH).
bow Warriors' football team went
In UH's last offensive drive, the
undefeated 11 straight games, and stadium was vibrating with the com
received national ranking among
motion of the fans, but the ex
other accomplishments. The UH
citement was not just in the game.
Wahine (women's) volleyball team is Prior to the game (in some cases 24
purrentlv ranked no. 1 nationally and
hours prior) tailgate parties were
are 32-1.
taking place, and a "Best Tailgate
• Hawaii-a paradise for travelers, a Party" award was given out.
threat to visiting teams. But for those
Despite occasional light, tropical
teams that do make the trip, Hawaii showers during the course of the
has much to offer, and much can be game, spirits weren't dampened, and
learned from the "50th state." Not most fans were prepared with um
only are the Islands historical sights brellas in hand, (though most
'(i:e. Pearl Harbor) but they offer a mainlanders wouldn't have con
rare environment, climate and sidered taking an umbrella in 85
people.
degree weather. )
The environment and climate are
After the game, Hawaii's coach,
clearly tropical—extremely green and Dick Tomey, and most of the Oauhu
warm. The vegetation, clear waters newspapers had a great deal of class
and warm beaches are what dreams when talking about the game. They
are made of. The climate, usually spoke with great respect for the
warm, frequently sunny, and Tigers and credited UOP with the
frequently wet, adds a lot, especially win, rather than dwelling on Hawaii's
with a 50 m.p.h. breeze.
loss.
The flowers and traditions that
People in the town treated the
adorn the appearances and attitudes UOP traveling party with respect
of the people are quite refreshing also, congratulating them on a
also. One special custom is being "good game" when they recognized
greeted when arriving in Hawaii with any of them on the streets or in shops.
a lei and a welcome (aloha) kiss.
It was nice to see such warmth.
From a football viewpoint, it's a
Yes, with its palm trees and
nice experience also. Aloha Stadium, natives', Hawaii is a paradise.
which fields the Hula Bowl and Pro
—Karen Komsak

21st most difficult schedule in the
nation. This season saw the Tigers
Sports Editor
face three bowl-bound teams
Tiger football 1981, is also (Washington, Washington State, San
Jose State), and they were pitted
known as the year of progress.
against five teams that at some point
This season's 5-6 overall record
this season, were ranked in the
and 2-3 league finish is the best in
Head Coach Bob Toledo's three nation's top 20 (Washington,
Washington State, South Carolina,
years. In PCAA standing, the Tigers
Hawaii, and San Jose State).
finished third, tied with Fresno State.
"It was a good year," said Head
In PCAA team stats, Pacific
Coach Bob Toledo. "We made great finished third in total defense,
progress, and we ended on a good rushing defense, and scoring defense,
strong note [23-17 win over Hawaii],
while finishing first in passing defen
Coming on like we did at the end of se.
the $eason was really a boost," he
PCAA first team honors went to
added.
Seniors Kirk Harmon, Mike
"Going into the season we, as a
Merriweather, Paul Schreiner, and
coaching staff, decided that if we won Kurt Hout. Second teams accolades
five games that it would be a good
were given to juniors Dave Brown
season. If we won six, that would be
and George Dunlap, and senior Stan
very good, and if we won seven, that
Shibata.
would be outstanding. So, we did
PCAA scholar athlete awards
pretty much what we realistically went to seniors George Harrison,
thought we could, although we didn't
Merriweather, Grayson Rogers, and
win the same games that we thought Sander Markel, and sophomores Jeff
we would," said Toledo.
Carter and Scott Kinney.
"Things are going as planned,
The Tigers broke six individual
and we're progressing," continued records and three team records this
Toledo. "I'm excited about the season. Sophomore quarterback
future. I'm sorry to have the year end Sander Markel broke the old mark
now. This has been a fun team to for most career completions; the new
coach this year," he added.
mark is 245.
"They've been very receptive to what
Senior quarterback Harley
we [coaches] have said."
Miller broke the old completion per
The Tigers also doubled a pre centage record of .535 with a .552
season goal, which was to "beat a big percentage. Miller also set some new
name team," by knocking off both punting standards, getting the most
South Carolina, 23-21, and Univer 50-yard punts in a season (11), and
sity of Hawaii, 23-17.
career (19). Senior defensive back
UOP in 1981 continued to have Stan Shibata set a new record for
its close games. The Tigers were six most interceptions in a game (3) and
points away from being 4-1 in league with an endzone pick in Hawaii, he
after losing last minute cliffhangers tied the mark for most interceptions
to league foes Utah, 17-14, and in a career (17).
Fresno State, 30-27.
Team standards included most
The 1981 schedule, dubbed a pass attempts in a game (58), most pass
"meat-grinder," was ranked as the completions in a game (31), and most

leaders were Brown, Garry par„,
Paul Schreiner, Kurt Heinrich 1'
Tony Camp.
'

penalties in a game (17), all three
coming against South Carolina.

The Tigers will lose 13 seniors
this year, leaving behind a strong
youth movement, and with recruiting
under way, Toledo is excited about
the future.
"This [next year's seniors] will
be the first class we really recruited.
We're no longer rebuilding," he said.
"The program is built, and the
stability is there. Barring injury, next
year should be our best year ever.
"In recruiting, we have to meet
our needs," assessed Toledo. "We
definitely need to pick up some
defensive backs, a couple more
receivers, possibly a break-away run
ning back, a punter and a quarter
back. We need an experienced quar
terback. Sander [sophomore Sander
Markel] is a very good back up quar
terback and an adequate starter, if he
has to, but we don't want to put the
pressure of winning on him," con
tinued Toledo.
At the annual awards banquet
Tuesday night, the following were
awarded: Most Valuable Player Kirk Harmon; Most Improved Player
- Jim Heam; Outstanding Offensive
Players - Paul Schreiner and Gary
Blackwell; Excellence of Performan
ce - Stan Shibata; Iron Man - George
Dunlap; Outstanding Defensive
Player - Mike Merriweather; Most
Loyal Player - Mike Merriweather;
Most Inspirational Player - Mike
Merriweather; Outstanding Lineman
- Kurt Hout; Special Teams - Darryl
Ragland; Outstanding Scholarship Sander Markel; Leading Stockton
Area Player - Kelly Stewart.
Team stat leaders for 1981 were:
in rushing, Brown with 431 yards
and a 54.1 average per game. In
passing, Miller was 99 for 195 passes
and 1208 yards. In receiving, the

Defensively, Harmon led
220 tackles (109 unassisted) and^
sacks (plus two interceptions)5"
Shibata led interceptions with fiVe

Other post-season honors WetJ
to linebackers Harmon a!!-;
Merriweather, both of whom Wer
second-time honorable mention jJ# f
Americans, and have been drafted b/:
pro scouts to play in the first annual
Olympia Gold Bowl, to be held in
Diego, Jan. 16. The pair are also
nominees for the East-West Shrine
Game.
Reflecting on the year, both
players feel that the team had a good
season and both are pleased with their
achievements.
"It [the season] built morale so
that the young guys will know what
they have to do to get better. This
year was sowing the seeds," said
Merriweather.

"I think as a football team *e
have improved every year, and I'm
sure that it will keep on improving,"
reflects Harmon. "I'm very honored
that the players voted me MVP,
MVP is something special. It was
quite an honor," added Harmon.
Harmon is looking forward to junior standout Jay no C
1
the Jan. 16 Bowl game.
home game of
"I'm excited and looking for.
ward to it. I'm running and working
out to prepare to make a good
showing and represent UOP well," he
added.
The Tigers closed out the year
Nov. 21 with a 23-17 win over the on
ce top-twenty ranked University of
Hawaii Rainbow Warriors. The
Tigers dealt the Rainbows only their
By Brian Ladd
second loss in 9 games.

later pol (
Stiff Writer

Laver Challenge a success; Laver speaks on tennis
By Heather Sayles
Staff Writer

The UOP team hosted a world
class tennis event *in UOP's new
Spanos Center on Nov. 20. Rod
Laver, former number-one ranked
tennis player and two time Wim
bledon champion, displayed his ten
nis skills against some top Northern
California professionals and local
players in The Rod Laver Challenge.
Approximately 1,800 people at
tended the event, which featured allday activities. At 1 p.m. 16 plavers
from the Stockton area played
against Laver, two-on-one, in
Australian doubles matches in the
UOP Rod Laver Grand Slammers'
Tournament. From 3:30 to 5 p.m.
Laver and UOP coaches held a
training methods clinic.
The highlight of the challenge
was the evening matches in which
Laver played against Northern
California pros Rich Andrews, Bob
Hansen and Mark Weir, plus various
local players.
Surrounded
by
television
cameras and local news personalities,
Laver discussed the event in a
preceding press conference.
He
predicted that there would be a good
exhibition of tennis, despite his ob
vious superiority.
"When it's in front of a lot of
people, you feel responsible to play
your best," said Laver. "If the other
players try their best it should be en
tertaining," he continued.
However, following the evening
matches, UOP tennis coach Gordon
Graham remarked, "He [Laver]
played well. The other players played
pretty
good, but they didn't push
' '
)>

Laver expressed some strong opinions
about the changes in tennis and in
tennis players in recent times.

Tennis Pro Rod Laver
SPECIAL

PURCHASE

LIMITED

OFFER !I

COLOR
COMPUTER
package includes:

"Of course it's gained more
popularity, and with that comes the
press, more attention, and more
money,"said Laver. "The game in
general has climbed too fast. The
whole structure of the system needs to
be evaluated," he added.
Laver says there is a tremendous
lack of discipline concerning the
behavior of players on the court.
"Who loses is the opponent with
these upsetting tactics," said Laver.
What kind of punishment is called
for?
"Suspension is the only
discipline. You'll get their attention
if you pull them out of the U.S.
Open," he asserted.
Commenting on John McEnroe,
1981 Wimbledon champion, Laver
had nothing good to say about the
player dubbed "Super Brat."
"He isn't a good performer. He
doesn't care what he does or says,"
said Laver. "It's not the right at
titude. Tennis is one of the few sports
with discipline.
That shouldn't
change," he said.
Laver feels the press is greatly at
fault for the often abusive antics of
.certain players. "The press needs to
be blamed," he said. "When there's
something that they can blow up for
news, they will. It gives them [the
players] attention."
In the last several years, Laver
has remained involved in tennis, but

The UOP water polo team
doff one of its most succ
isons with a comeback 8-5 up
Pepperdine Wave at the
on a much less competitive t
iraament.
Layer has played on various -r_WfcIullK
Pepperdine,, iailIlcu
ranked1
rightl,
and in tournaments for 35-year-olds; tion>|ed theTigers 5^a( ,lu)
rn, n°Ver' • UOP s £od, Laver;:Tigers shut out the Wave
Challenge is one of the few ad half and score()
one
exhibitions in which Laver has agreed atergoal and three fourth
to participate.
ik to overtake the Waves
"He seemed to enjoy it," said lory.
Graham. Tired from the busy dav.
Laver told Coach Graham, "You The victory enabled the Ti
really made me earn my money." *e to the championship
Laver thought the Spanos Center «tourney. Earlier in the <
to be "nice, very pretty, good size for © were defeated by the
a tennis match." The floor of the * State 49er's, rated sec
»d first
in the
center was covered by a synthetic
grass court, and divided by a stan
J the victory over PePr>
dard size net.
Overall, Graham is pleased will
Mike
the outcome of The Rod Laver 'Drew HPn
Gunn W'I
and Mn" w«
Challenge. "It really went well,
although I would have liked to have
seen another 500 spectators," he said «r&nni* ltd ti,,
Will the event stir up local in lcein
goal Ennis
p,andl"8
|
terest in the game? "This is a whole .. .the soai.
bloc
new thing for this area. The ten®
on goal,
players are already hooked, but il l
he Rowing five]
take time for the general public to gc'
S ^dKmV° Un«
hooked too," said Graham.
According to the coach, W
audience responded favorably, 8®
he foresees "more events like it in1'"
future." He also added, "Now J1
we've done it once, we now know W'
ter and less time consuming ways"
doing things. It was a good exp®' »at„u
e Po|oist '
OUrnam
S r;
Jence for both myself and the teaijt
,L ^
>d was - 'rst game
Wine
again
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Australian-born Laver is the
only tennis player to ever win the
Grand Slam. (He won the U.S.,
French, and Australian Opens, and
Wimbledon as an amateur in 1962
and again as a professional in 1969.)
He was ranked number one in the
world for eight years.
During his talk with the press,
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jo. 4 volieyers travel east to playoffs
By Dan Sousa
Staff Writer
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cdHanDon,
1 ooking forward to
1 lame.
Senior standout Jayne Gibson looks on at
""d looking for. tor final home game of her career (left).
g andworli
» "° ?,lke a N
>fcs«nt UOP well," Ik
"» closed out the year
• 23-1 win over the onVnkc<! Universi,y of
tbow Warriors. He
Rainbows only their

TCU here Sat. 7:35 p.m.

pater polo caps off one of best years
By Brian Ladd
Staff Writer

The UOP water polo team capid off one of its most successful
ssons with a comeback 8-5 upset of
Pepperdine Waves at the PCAA
npetitive
jurnament.
n various teams
..
Pepperdine,t iranked
»vppviuiiiv
aiit\LU tlglllll
eighth in
in the
LUC
for 35-year-OB ujon, led the Tigers 5-4 at half-time.
UOP's Rod Law -Tigers
i:e
shut out the Waves in the
of the in rcond half, and scored one thirdh I aver has agreed mrter goal and three fourth-quarter
»ls to overtake the Waves for the
to enjoy it," aid story.
from the busy. dav. The victory enabled the Tigers to
h Graham, 1 ivance to the championship round
rn my money
jlhe tourney. Earlier in the day the
ilhe SpanosCenter ?ers were defeated by the Long
retty good size for Kh State 49er's, rated second in
Thi floor of tit, ' nation and first in the tourrd by a synthetic Jj,ent) ^
i stati- In the victory over Pepperdine,
id d wded by
Tigers were led by Mike Haley
.—
''Iithree
goals, Carl Gunn with two,
K
raham b
av
of The Rod ^ ,, flDrew Henry and Mike Wall with
went
}goal each.
kedto
Goalie Mike Ennis led the Tiger
iave
an outstanding perforf.-tator,."'1 i in- iense
l ,
Ce in the goal. Ennis blocked 75
up
l°
^
L-nt stir .. 2w
is isisa . jicent of the shots on goal, saving
"This
The
while only allowing five goals.
af*J but i"'1
In the defeat to Long Beach,
ady hookicW«fl *cy, Wall, Ken Harmon, and Ron
• general P
id Graba"1, h tbi 'bertson each scored one goal. Enthe cog-, '°nce again played a great defento
^8ame, blocking 13 shots.
Jed
Gn the second day of the tourul
event
1 the Tigers were not as fortunate,
.dded.
'8 both games and
finishing
bn in the PCAA Tournament.
The poloists' first game in the
J round was against UC Santa
ara, rated third nationally and
P in the tournament. The Tigers
.a unable to mount much of an ofs've attack and were defeated by
JGauchos, 9-3.
^nnis, playing his third outstan

on tennis

5S>.

T*A

Senior Anna Lamb sends the ball to
teammate (right).

The
fourth-ranked
Tiger
volleyball team finishes out their
regularly scheduled season tonight
against fifth-ranked powerhouse
UCLA at Pauley Pavilion.
"We are going to give everybody
a chance to play, and hopefully this
game will help us get in fine-tune for
the play-offs," said Head Coach
Terry Liskevych.
UCLA (30-9) will be looking to
avenge an opening-round loss to the
Tigers (24-11) at the Wendy's Classic.
UOP stole past the Bruins 8-15, 1511, 15-9,15-10.
Pacific has dropped a previously
scheduled match against USC due to
strained relations between the two
schools.
"Both teams are going to be
gunning for each other tonight," said
senior Jayne Gibson of the UOPUCLA rivalry.
Even though UOP placed higher
than UCLA in the final NCAA poll,
the post-season selection committee
has seeded the Bruins third behind
top-ranked Hawaii and secondranked San Diego State. Pacific is
seeded fourth and received a firstround bye.
"UCLA has a great tradition in
volleyball, and it was not that big of a
surprise that the Bruins were seeded
higher than us. Overall I'm happy

ding game of the tourney, saved 16
shots on goal.
In the final game, the Tigers
were handily defeated 14-5 by the UC
Irving Anteaters, rated fourth in the
nation and third in the tournament.
The Anteaters opened up to an 81 second quarter lead and never
looked back as the Tigers could
manage to score only four more goals
in the game.
The Tigers, 14-14-1 on the
season, were led by Haley, named to
the second team all-tournament
squad, with two goals. Haley's scores
were backed by individual goals from
Henry, Wall, and Dan Hollingsworth.
"We played good defense, but
our offense was too sporadic against
the powerful teams," remarked
Coach Dennis Nugent.
Though the Tiger poloists
finished fourth in the PCAA Tour
nament, they only finished fifth in the
league. The reason for the overall fif
th place finish is that each team is
awarded one point for a victory game
during the regular season league
games, and two points for each win in
the championship bracket of the
league tournament.
Pepperdine, with three league
wins to the Tigers' two, finished with
three points. The Tigers, unable to
win in the championship round on the
second day, finished the season with
two points and fifth place overall,
despite the previous days' victory
over Pepperdine in the preliminary
round.
"Being the youngest team in the
final round, we accomplished two of
our season goals of being rated in the
top ten in the nation and finishing in
the top four in the PCAA Tournament. ' added Nugent.

The poloists' final position in the
national rankings have not yet been
made available, but with wins over
Air Force and eighth-rated Pepper
dine, the Tigers are a good bet to be
in the top ten final season poll.
On the season, the team was led
by freshman Mike Haley with 54
goals and 9 assists. Following Haley
are sophomore Drew Henry with 50
goals and 22 assists, and freshman
Carl Gunn with 31 goals and 13
assists.
Sophomore goalie Mike Ennis
has been a vital key to the success of
the poloists this year. Ennis, in 29
games, has allowed the oppositions to
just 6.9 goals per game. He has
blocked 303 shots while giving up 201
goals for an average success rate of 60
percent.
The Tigers will be graduating
just two seniors-four year lettermen
Ken Harmon and Jeff Wallace. The
starting team consisting of just two
juniors, three sophomores, and two
freshmen should be highly touted
going into the 1982 season.
"All of the starters and most of
the bench, which is the key to the
overall success of a water polo team,
will be playing together this summer.
This will help us tremendously next
fall, and you can look for us to move
up in the national rankings and go to
the NCAA's," exclaimed captain
Mike Wall.
With the experience of this suc
cessful season behind them, the Tiger
poloists should be a major power in
the years to come.

Men's
0-2,
BB,
look for win
in home opener tonight

In their regular season opener
tomorrow night Tiger basketball
will host Texas Christian Univer
sity at 7:35 p.m. in the Alex G.
Spanos Center, and will seek their
first win in three games.
"We're really looking for
ward to the first win of the
season," says Head Coach Dick
Fichtner. "We go into every game
with the idea of winning, but we
have fallen short. We really want
to pick up a win now."
The Tigers debuted at home
Nov. 18 in a disappointing 72-61
exhibition loss to Simon Fraser.
They then went on the road to lose
to University of San Diego 90-64,
and University of Nevada-Reno,
71-66.
"TCU will be the best team
we've played so far this year," said
Fichtner. "San Diego and Reno
were good, but TCU is the best to
date. That means we'll have to
play our best game to date and
we'll do that," Fichtner adds.
Texas Christian (on its firstever visit to St ockton tomorrow)
gave UOP their first loss of the
season last year in Fort Worth,
Texas, 74-62. Of TCU's '80-'81
squad, two starters return from the
11-18 team, but one is highly
regarded Darrell Browder, a
second team All-Southwest Con
ference pick in 1981. Last year
Browder racked up 29 points
against the Tigers.
The Horned Frogs opened their
season with an 82-79 victory over

Staff Writer

The UOP men's swimming team
L Pen up their season tomorrow at
'0r<l at the Stanford Invitational,
ip he meet will feature some of the
Lc°llegiate swimming powers in
Lftlon--California, Long Beach,
Stanford.
f|> Tiger swimmers, after a suclast ;»
year, are
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The
J men will be paced by returnL final
point scorers Scott
ilson .,n the breaststrokes, Tom
ib
the sprint freestyle events,
11 i Case and Dave McAlpine in
^y^stroke and individual
^ith the acquisition of high

school Ail-Americans David Doll in
the breastrokes, and a very versatile
George Weber, the Tigers have aimed
to qualify at least six members for the
NCAA Championships this March in
Wisconsin.
Also, contributing to the swim
team will be returning juniors Rob
Walker
wamci in
in the butterfly
-—-- - ' and
. IM's and
.
Mike Wall
thev sprint
freestyle
VY Clll in
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events. Joining them will be freshmen
water polo standouts Mike Haley and
Carl "Gunn .*_
in •Via
the hntt#»rflv
butterfly and
freestyle events.
.
Water polo goalie Mike Ennis
will be returning as PCAA point
scorer in the one and three meter m
diving events, also.
The swimmers are currently
working out from 6-7:30 a.m. every
liiSi
morning, and 3-5 p.m each after
Sil
BE
noon. Their workouts began in Oc i ]
tober, and will continue until the i .
NCAA Championships in March.
The men will begin their dual
c
meet season in January, after the win
ter recess. Their first meet will be at Recent intramural volleyball action,
Fresno
Fresno State in the league opener for regular play for the IM.
both teams

UT-Arlington (a team that was 208 last year and earned an NIT
berth). That game marked the
debut of a 6'9" junior redshirt
from Duquesne, Doug Arnold,
who tallied up 28 points.
Fichtner feels that playing
UNR as close as they did on
Tuesday will help the Tigers
tomorrow.
.
"The players picked up a lot
of confidence in the game," he
surmised. "If we would have had
better shooting percentages, we
would have won. But even though
we lost, the players are confident
that they are capable of winning,"
he continued.
Reflecting on Pacific's losses,
Fichtner feels that the team has
benefited from the experiences.
"You can learn some valuable
lessons in defeat," he said. "And
we have. It will help us to prepare
for TCU."
In Tuesday's close loss to
UNR, sophomore guard Jeff Andrade led the Tigers in scoring with
21 points, while senior forward
Matt Waldron was the top
rebounder with 17, and sophomore
guard John Leidenheimer had six
assists.
On the season so far, Andrade
leads the team with 39 points, and
Waldron leads the list in rebounds,
with 17.
Fichtner hopes that this
season's move to the A.G. Spanos
Center (from the Stockton Civic)

will include a good student turn
out.
"We rely on the [fans] as the
sixth man," said Fichtner. "This
team needs all of the help and sup
port that the students will give.
We hope that the students will be a
big part of the home court advan
tage," he continued. "We hope to
turn the Spanos Center into a new
'Pit' [the Civic is affectionately
known as 'The Pit'] for opponen
ts."
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5 Sat.

11 Fri.
12 Sat.

tEXAS CHRISTIAN

at Bayou Classic
(SW Louisiana, Mississippi.
Fresnp State)

7:35 PM

TBA

18 Fri.
CASABA CLUB CLASSIC
7 & 9 PM
19 Sat.
(Portland, Ohio Northern, No. Arizona)
21 Mon. NORTHERN ILLINOIS
7:35 PM

29 Tue.

at Washington

7:30 PM

JANUARY
2 Sat.
UC DAVIS
7 Thu. SANTA CLARA
9 Sat. ST. MARY'S

7:30 PM
7:35 PM
7:35 PM

14 Thu. 'at Fresno State
16 Sat. 'at San Jose State

7:35 PM
7:30 PM

21 Thu
23 Sat.
28 Thu

7:35 PM
7:35 PM
7:35 PM

*UC IRVINE
'LONG BEACH STATE
•UTAH STATE

30 Sat. *at Utah State

7:30 PM

FEBRUARY
4 Thu. 'CAL STATE FULLERT0N
6 Sat. 'UC SANTA BARBARA

7:35 PM
7:35 PM

11 Thu.
13 Sat.
18 Thu.
20 Sat.

'at Cal State Fullerton
'at UC Santa Barbara
'at UC Irvine
'at Long Beach State

7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:35 PM

25 Thu.
27 Sat.
MARCH

'FRESNO STATE
'SAN JOSE STATE

7:35 PM
7:35 PM

4-6 Thu • Sat. PCAA Tournament (Anaheim)

IM volleyball ending with playoffs
By Shelly Praster
Staff Writer

dimmers dive into season
By Brian Ladd

with the seeding," said Liskevych.
abilities this season. Lamb was also
UOP will travel to Evanston,
the team captain.
111., to play in the Mideast Regional
"Anna served as a buffer bet
next Saturday. The Tigers will face ween the team and me. She worked
the winner of the Penn State vs. Cin out very well as captain," said
cinnati game.
Liskevych.
Sophomore Chris Bertsch will be
The Tigers started four freshmen
in good condition for the play-offs, during most of the season. Freshmen
after being out with a leg injury for
Robin Burns, Jan Saunders, Eileen
the past month.
Dempster and Linda Vaughn worked
Pacific ended their 1981 home their way into the UOP line-up
schedule with an easy victory over
regularly.
seventh-ranked UC Santa Barbara
Burns finished league play with
two weeks ago. The Spanos Center 99 kills, and Vaughn had a .319 hit
crowd received their last look at ting average with 25 aces. Saunders,
graduation seniors Jayne Gibson, after a slow start, has shown potential
Anna Lamb and Ann Connolly in the for being one step away from one of
three-game sweep.
the top four setters in the nation, ac
"Gibson was undoubtedly the cording to Liskevych.
best front-court player in the
"We have a lot of flexibility in
league," said Liskevych.
our game plan," said Liskevych of
Gibson led the NorCal in kills his frequent substitutions during the
(132), blocks (25 solo and 37 matches.
assisted), and placed third in league
The Tiger line-up changed vir
hitting percentage with a .324 tually from game to game with junior
average. Her skill was one of the Karen Jacobsen, sophomores Chris
main reasons that Pacific finished Bertsch and Jody Schauer and fresh
with a perfect 12-0 league record for man Lisa Franco all starting at some
the third straight year. The Tigers point in the season. Sophomore
now have 40 straight NorCal victories Cathy Lumb had to sit out almost the
dating back to Oct. 13, 1978, when entire season with a broken foot. She
UOP lost to Cal.
had made a comeback, but reinjured
"When we started this season, her foot at the Wendy's Classic.
one of our primary goals was to go
"We have missed Cathy and
undefeated in league," said Gibson.
Chris more than people think this
Lamb and Connolly helped UOP season," said Gibson of Lumb's and
off the bench with their serving Bertsch's injuries.

This week wrapped up

The Intramural Volleyball
League, which started Nov. 2, is
finally coming to an end. League
play ended last Tuesday, and the
finals will be played late this week.
Going into the finals in the
novice league, first place in the
Orange division was Tri Delta, cap
tained by Becky Jacoby. In second
place was Senior Seminar Smasher,
captained by John Hathorn. In the
Black division novice first place was
taken by 151 Club, captained by
Larryl Belles. Second place winner
was Service Aces, captained by Tim
O'Neill.
In the Intermediate Orange
division Jo Mama's captained by
Steve Podesta took first place, while
there was a two-way tie for second
between John B's Beagles, captained
by Louisa Titus, and Pro's Pyro's,
captained by Meagon Brick.
In the Black division Green
Quaaludes, captained by Bill Murray,
was in first place. Another two-way
second-place tie was between
Awesome Eiselen, captained by Missy
Jarrett, and Rainbow Riders, cap
tained by Randal Takahashi.
In the advanced division
Cowabonga, captained by Matt
Kaohi took first place, and once
again there was a two-way tie for

second place between the Bombers,
captained by John Estrad,.and the
Archites, captained by Dan
McRoskey. The final champions will
be announced in next week's
Pacifican.
Many people have been won
dering, who were all those crazy wile
turkeys running around the campus
the Thursday before Thanksgiving
vacation? That Thursday the Intra
mural office sponsored its annua
Turkey Trot.
There were ten women and nini
male entries. The women's race con
sisted of a two-mile course of whici
the leader was Krisi Hatthorn, with <
time of 13:20. Other winners with tht
overall best times were Mary Brandt
Carrie Butler and Mary Annt
Ragsdales.
The men ran a three mile course
and winner in that race was Geof:
Smyth, with a time of 15:51. Tht
team winners were from Archania
with team members Mark Sanford
Don Crowell, Mike De Bach, ant
Gifford Kreutzberg.
Up and coming intramural a
tivities are the raquetballtournamei
this weekend, and the co-rec baske
ball tournament starting next Frida
For more information contact the ii
tramural office in the main gym.
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Security requesting an overhaul
(from page 1)
some fairly radical changes in their
current program.
"We're requesting quite an
overhaul of the department," Chief
Askew stated. The department is at
tempting to add three new officers,
one parking officer and a new clerical
worker.
Students will also play an im
portant role in security at UOP, if the
department's proposals receive ad-

J'cVen*
visits(seel

total theft loss of $3,399. A large part
of this loss was a car worth $1,300
that was stolen from the Grace Covell
parking lot on Nov. 17.
During this time, the total
burglary loss was $550, after a car
stereo was taken from a car in the
Long Theatre parking lot on Nov. 18
No violent crimes have been
reported on campus the past few
weeks.

ministrative approval. Askew cited
that by the end of the 1982-83 school
year, 13 students would be em
ployed by the security department.
The student employees would hold
paid positions and would be involved
in programs such as a foot patrol and
an escort service.
Concerning crime at Pacific, in
the week starting Nov. 16 to 22 of this
year, the UOP campus suffered a

CHAMBERS (from page 41

72 no.

vironment and the need for these
loans. The GSLP is terribly impor
tant to a university like ours where 62
percent of our students are on some
form of financial aid," Chambers
said.

"Being in Washington, D.C., as
much as I will be, will place me in a
position where I will know a lot more
about what is going on than I ever
would have known sitting behind my
desk in Stockton. In that sense, I
hope that I can be helpful," she said.

Additionally, Mrs. Chambers
hopes to benefit UOP. She is deter
mined to represent the school well,
and use her Washington, D.C., trips
advantageously.

Looking back on her years at
Pacific, how does this compare in
relation to her other experiences?
"A lot of exciting things have

happened to me since I have been at
Pacific," she recalled. "This is one
of them."
After a few moments pause, she
continued: "This is the biggest
honor. I know what the competition
is like for these appointments, and I
feel very humbled by the fact that I
was chosen. Clearly it is one of the
big highlights of my life. There is no
doubt about it."

SCHOOLS (from page 1)
the highest judicial body available for
student grievances, the decision will
not be made "until next year, at the
earliest," according to Norman.
"Joe Hartley may think that our
complaints are simply not worth
looking at," Norman said. "But this
is really the only way that we can air
our feelings on what we believe was
an injustice to the constituent
schools."
Norman also expressed disap
pointment over the "bad timing" of
the supervisors' resolution. "Why
didn't Joe Hartley wait until the con

stituent school subcommittee of the
University Self Study Committee
made a recommendation on the con
stituent school budgets?" Norman
asked.
"The resolution was a farce. It
just made too many demands too
soon," Norman added.
One of the central issues
surrounding
the
supervisors'
decision revolved around the ability
of the schools to get the required
financial information in by the Dec. 1
deadline.
However, according to ASUOP

President Joe Hartley, "six of the
seven constituent schools furnished
the financial information by the Dec.
1 deadline."
"Due to illness, one school did
not get the information in on the
deadline, but they did get it in on
Wednesday." Hartley added.
Hartley also noted that he would
be meeting with the "parties that are
bringing the complaint before it goes
to the judiciary."
"They saw this complaint as
their only means to get their questions
answered." Hartley said.

PAULL (from page 1)
know what my intent was. Perhaps,
as I saw the figures, I said, 'My God,
these figures are just overwhelming,'
and I was trying to lessen the blow of
the fact that this project had really
gotten out of hand.
"The report [on Nov. 12] was
not well-prepared, and done in
haste," Paull said.
"I made a
careless mistake in judgment, and
then I was called to account for that
mistake."
When asked why he didn't get an
official estimate of the construction
before it began in the summer, Paull
said, "This summer was busier than
usual, and I didn't...adequately
prepare for this construction job,"
adding, "I took the $5,000 figure off
the top of my head."
Paull said he expected part of the
construction work to come from the
university, and based his estimates
for construction costs on that assump
tion "as late as the third week in
July," well after the University Cen
ter budget was formulated.
However, according to Paull,
because of prior commitments to
other buildings, most notably the
Alex G. Spanos Center, the university
did not provide support for the con
struction.
Paull said that he did not call all
of the members on the board of direc
tors in the summer to approve the
cost overrun, but said that he felt the
board wanted the construction com
pleted.
"1 was aware that the board of
directors approved less than the
project was ultimately going to cost.
But there was no question from the
board's standpoint that construction
would be completed once it was star
ted."
The $5,246.77 that was spent,
but not budgeted for the Center
remodeling, came from the surplus
generated by the University Center
last year, according to Paull. Paull
estimated the surplus to be between
thirteen and fifteen thousand dollars.
Paull justified the use of the sur
plus money to pay for the construc
tion by noting that "any surplus that
the University Center has, does not
go back to the university. It simply
carries over into our budget for the
next year."

HITE(from page 5)
Older men have a very important
contribution to make to our under
standing of what sexuality can be. It
is only our society's biased viewpoint
about sexuality that has caused older
men to be scorned as "less than
men," and even asexual.
In other words, biological age it
self is not really the determiner of a
man's-or anyone's-sexuality. As
one man said, "The age of one's
mind and spirit is the determiner that
affects all relationships and ;ex at any
age. (This excludes physical or
organic diseases.) Age is irrelevant,
our culture has made too much of
this.
We must ignore the public
relations commercials in regard to age
and sex (always young male and
female couples), and begin to see each
other as. loving persons who need,
desire, and can give love-whatever
our ages."
(From the book THE HITE
REPORT ON MALE SEXUALITY
by Shere Hite. Copyright (c) 1981 by
Shere Hite. Reprinted by permission
of Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. Distributed
by Los Angeles Times Syndicate.)

The usual mob-scene outside of UOP's registration was seldom present at last week.
The new numbers system aided in decreasing the chaos usually involved
session.
with registration.

New registration system aids
in greatly reducing mob-scene
By Lisa Ioppini
Staff Writer

Registration's latest renovation
was implemented on Nov. 21, and the
numbers system has since become
firmly established to provide a more
orderly line outside of the registration
area.
According to Lee Fennell,
university registrar, "the new
process was successful in achieving an
orderly and controlled access to the
registration areas."
The old method, for which some
students literally spent the night at the
door of the registration area, has
been abolished. Fennell justified this
change by explaining two major poin
ts:
1. The new numbers system ends stu
dents spending hours and hours in
line during foul weather.
2. Students no longer will have to
contend with being cut in front of, or
"near-mob conditions."
Fennell admitted that the newly

adapted system needs "refinement.'
Top on the list of renovations is a
method in which seniors will receive
some type of priority in order to ob
tain their necessary classes.
Fennell believes there is enough
flexibility with UOP's departments,
faculty, and advisers to allow seniors
into their "absolutely necessary"
classes. "I've never known a student
who had to delay graduation because
of a failure to get into a class," he
maintained.
He also emphasized the impor
tance of restricting seniors' admit
tance to already full to just those
classes necessary for graduation
requirements.
The numbers system actually did
not save time or money for the
registrar's office, in Fennel's
estimations. The cost was, in fact,
greater due to printing costs and ad
ditional number of staff hours
needed. The actual amount is not
known, but Dr. Fennell assured The
Pacifican "it was some small cost."

Fennell noted that, surprisingly
"More support came for the oli
system in the first week that the num.
bers system was announced than I
heard in the course of three years,"
A steady influx of student complaints
subsequently influenced registration's
changes.

Concluded Fennell, "There will
always be someone who is last. Not
everyone is going to be happy no mat Acting President Dr.
ter what we do." The best that Fen
tohimatTuesi
nell's office hopes to do is to aimfoi
main subject for
satisfying a majority of students. the

Robert Winterberg (t

In retrospect, Nov. 21 passed
calmly enough. The registrar's office
succeeded in accomplishing their goal
of providing a semi-orderly way oi
entering the area of registration,
"refinement" is in order. Tl
remaining uncharted area net
renovation now is the indooi
registration area itself, where turmoil
still reigns.
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YEARBOOK
SALES END TODAY

University Center Director Jim Paull

WANTED
PEOPLE WITH:
Experience in newswriting
Interest in news
• Interest in layout

Generous Salary Available
applications available in
Pacifican Office

North Hall
3rd Floor
For further information call
946-2114
Ask for Kevin Bartram or
Steve Johnson
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VISION CARE
A private office offering personal
vision care for everyone

Editor, Pacific Weekly
University of the Pacific
Stockton, CA 95204
Dear Editor,
When I left the University of the Pacific in
1949, I was unable to afford a yearbook and did
not buy one. Today, those memories of days at
U.O.P. are very dear to me and I very much wish to
buy a yearbook from whomever might still have one.
I would be willing to pay up to twice what it sold
for back then. Would you please help me by running
the following ad, as is, or edited to suit available
space:
WANTED:
49 YEARBOOK. Bob Jimenez, 106
(415) S?Sl8624San
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WHERE QUALITY
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DR. STEPHEN L. POLLACK
Family Doctor1
of Optometry

1701W. March Lane
Suite A
Stockton
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951-2020

Don't be left out,
get your EPOCH today!
It's your last chance.
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